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In response to Department of Defense (DoD) requirements for responsive and 
low-cost space access, this design study provides an objective empty weight analysis of 
potential reusable launch vehicle (RLV) configurations.  Each two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO) 
RLV has a fixed payload requirement of 20,000 lbf to low Earth orbit.  The propulsion 
systems considered in this study include pure rocket, pure turbine, rocket-based-
combined-cycle (RBCC), and turbine-based-combined-cycle (TBCC).  The hydrocarbon 
dual-mode scramjet (DMSJ) engines used in the RBCC and TBCC propulsion systems 
represent possible applications of the current research being performed in the U.S. Air 
Force HyTech program.  Two sensitivity analyses were then performed on areas of 
interest directly affecting the propulsion systems in this study, including the effects of 
orbiter fuel selection, as well as the effects of increasing the turbine installed thrust to 
weight ratios for the RLVs utilizing afterburning turbine engines.  The vertical-takeoff-
horizontal-landing (VTHL) RLVs have an empty weight advantage over the horizontal-
takeoff-horizontal-landing (HTHL) RLVs.  The orbiter propellant switch has either 
negligible or no empty weight savings for the VTHL RLVs, while it leads to substantial 
empty weight savings for the HTHL RLVs.  For the HTHL RLVs, increasing the turbine 
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WEIGHT ANALYSIS OF TWO-STAGE-TO-ORBIT 
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES FOR MILITARY APPLICATIONS 
 
1.  Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
The Department of Defense (DoD) has identified responsive, low-cost space 
access as vital to sustaining U.S. military dominance [12:2].  Today, all DoD space 
launch systems are expendable and are completely tailored to launch specific payloads.  
Current launch systems require months of preparation time.  Plus, at about $10,000 per 
pound to low Earth orbit (LEO), high launch costs substantially limit the number and size 
of payloads that can be economically launched into space.  Although the evolved 
expendable launch vehicle (EELV) systems being used today are more capable and 
operable than their predecessors, they are still unable to meet the future requirements set 
forth by the DoD [45:27-28]. 
Reusable launch vehicle (RLV) systems, on the other hand, provide the capability 
to meet both current and future needs of U.S. space launch.  RLVs can be designed to be 
more responsive and operable than their expendable counterparts, providing aircraft-like 
operations from military installations.  And, since they are reusable, they should have 
significantly reduced operational costs, which in turn reduce the life-cycle costs (a sum of 




The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) also recognizes the 
benefits provided by RLVs, and there is expected to be some teaming between NASA 
and the U.S. Air Force.  However, this teaming can only go so far.  NASA is pursuing a 
manned scheduled RLV, while the U.S. Air Force, acting on behalf of the DoD, requires 
an unmanned responsive RLV.  This means that NASA is not pursuing some of the 
critical technologies needed to meet requirements that are unique to the DoD, such as 
responsiveness and operability.  As a result, the U.S. Air Force must carry this burden 
alone [45:27-28; 15:70-71]. 
1.2 Research Objectives 
The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Propulsion Directorate sponsored 
this research effort in order to attain an objective comparison between potential RLV 
configurations, and then determine which configurations are most promising to meet 
DoD needs [17].  This will help to highlight where critical advances must be made in 
RLV technologies, plus provides decision-makers the information needed to choose 
where to invest for future space access. 
The AFRL Propulsion Directorate had three objectives for this study.  The first 
objective was to analyze the total empty weights of four different two-stage-to-orbit 
(TSTO) RLV configurations, each distinguished by their unique propulsion systems.  The 
second objective was to examine the empty weight sensitivity of these four RLVs to 
orbiter fuel selection.  The third objective was to investigate the RLV empty weight 
effects of increasing the turbine installed thrust to weight ratios for the RLVs utilizing 
afterburning turbine engines. 
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1.3 Research Focus 
Each vehicle in this study is completely reusable and unmanned, designed for a 
roundtrip to a 100 nautical mile circular LEO with a fixed payload requirement of 20,000 
lbf.  Wherever possible all RLVs were designed with the same group of input values in 
order to give an “apples to apples” comparison, except when the particular RLV has a 
unique requirement, such as propulsion method or takeoff thrust to weight ratio.  The 
propulsion systems considered in this study include pure rocket, pure turbine, rocket-
based-combined-cycle (RBCC), and turbine-based-combined-cycle (TBCC).  The 
hydrocarbon dual-mode scramjet (DMSJ) engines used in the RBCC and TBCC 
propulsion systems represent possible applications of the current research being 
performed in the U.S. Air Force HyTech program [37:1170-1171; 2:1]. 
1.4 Methodology 
Astrox Corporation’s HySIDE code has been used as the design tool throughout 
the study [25].  HySIDE, or Hypersonic System Integrated Design Environment, can be 
used to study a wide range of airbreathing and rocket RLVs throughout their entire flight 
regime.  It analyzes the vehicles in a completely integrated fashion, which is essential for 
designing hypersonic vehicles, by combining engine performance, aerodynamic 
characteristics, heating conditions, mass properties, and volume constraints into a single 
vehicle model.  The propulsion components in HySIDE may include any combination of 
turbine, DMSJ, or liquid rocket engines operating during user specified trajectory 
segments.  Vehicle propulsion performance, combined with aerodynamic losses, is  
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calculated all the way through the flight trajectory.  The RLVs are then finalized, or 
closed, by iterating the vehicle dimensions until the available internal volume satisfies 
volume requirements [27]. 
1.5 Thesis Overview 
 This work is structured into five chapters plus three appendices.  Chapter 2 
reviews some of the literature related to RLVs, including past U.S. Air Force 
involvement with RLV programs, as well as some of the propulsion systems that have 
been proposed for future RLVs.  Chapter 3 presents the research methodology with an in-
depth discussion of HySIDE, together with the assumptions that went into this study.  
Chapter 4 discusses the results of the study, with a thorough analysis of all of the RLV 
configurations.  Chapter 5 provides the overall conclusions of this study, followed by 
recommendations for which configurations are most promising to meet DoD needs. 
 Throughout the literature review, English units were observed to be the industry 
standard for RLV research.  Therefore, this work provides all data in English units in 




2.  Literature Review 
 
This chapter starts out with a background discussion on U.S. Air Force 
involvement with RLVs.  The second section then examines the reasons for staging and 
why a TSTO RLV is the most feasible solution for the near future.  Next, the third section 
reviews some basic rocket and airbreathing propulsion systems that have potential 
applications in RLVs.  The fourth section then gives justifications for incorporating 
airbreathing propulsion systems in RLVs, even though space launch has traditionally 
always been performed by rocket engines.  Next, the fifth section investigates advanced 
propulsion systems, and how the best solution for RLV propulsion systems might be to 
combine airbreathing and rocket systems.  The sixth section then discusses the factors 
involved in fuel selection for RLVs, and how hydrocarbon fuels are potentially more 
practical and operable for responsive military applications.  Lastly, the seventh section 
describes recent RLV research that is noteworthy and related to this work. 
2.1 RLV Background 
The U.S. Air Force has a considerable history in the pursuit of RLVs, but three 
programs come to the forefront in this discussion: Dyna-Soar from the 1950’s-1960’s, the 
Space Shuttle from the 1970’s-1980’s, and the National AeroSpace Plane from the 
1980’s-1990’s.  Two other research and development programs, Hyper-X and HyTech, 




The X-20 Dyna-Soar (Dynamic Soaring) was a U.S. Air Force program to 
develop a reusable spaceplane that could be used for a variety of military missions.  As 
shown in Figure 1, Dyna-Soar was designed to be launched into orbit atop an expendable 
booster, and would have enabled the Air Force to operate a manned spaceplane during 
the late 1960s.  Dyna-Soar was to be 35 ft long and 20 ft wide, not including the 
expendable booster.  The program was initiated in 1957 and cancelled in 1963 due to 
political concerns.  Much of the research and technology acquired during the Dyna-Soar 




Figure 1.  Drawing of Dyna-Soar Separating From Expendable Upper Stage [47] 
 
 The Space Shuttle Program, officially known as the Space Transportation System 
(STS), began in 1972.  The Nixon administration advised NASA that there would not be 
a Space Shuttle if NASA could not get the development cost down and get the U.S. Air 
Force to participate.  Therefore, an agreement was made between NASA and the Air 
Force that prompted the Air Force to give political support to the threatened Space 
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Shuttle in turn for military use of the new system.  As such, many of the Air Force's 
requirements had to be met in the Space Shuttle design.  Forced to reduce development 
costs, NASA discarded the concept of reusing anything but the Space Shuttle orbiter.  
Instead, the shuttle would be boosted by cheap solid fuel boosters as shown in Figure 2, 
and taking a concept from the Air Force, the liquid propellants would be put in a big 
expendable drop tank [43:180-184]. 
The Space Shuttle came up short in two areas.  First, the shuttle orbiter ended up 
almost 20% over its specified weight, resulting in it being unable to boost Air Force 
payloads into polar orbits from Vandenberg Air Force Base.  Second, it failed to reduce 
the cost of putting payloads into orbit.  This was due in large part to the fact that it was a 
manned vehicle.  After the Challenger disaster in 1986, the Air Force withdrew its 
involvement in the Space Shuttle [43:221-230]. 
 
 




The X-30 National AeroSpace Plane (NASP) was a joint development between 
NASA and the U.S. Air Force.  The objective was to develop a family of hypersonic 
single-stage-to-orbit aircraft/spacecraft able to take off from and land on conventional 
runways.  As shown in Figure 3, NASP would have utilized a wide, lifting body design, 
with small wings providing the horizontal control surfaces and dual aft vertical 
stabilizers.  NASP was to employ 3-5 scramjet engines and a single 50,000-70,000 lbf 
thrust rocket.  With a crew of two, NASP was to be 150-200 ft in length, and have a 
takeoff weight of 250,000-300,000 lbf.  The program was initiated in 1986 and cancelled 




Figure 3.  Drawing of National AeroSpace Plane [48] 
 
NASP never came to fruition, but many advanced technologies were still able to 
be developed, particularly in new resilient lightweight structural materials, propulsion 
systems, slush hydrogen fuel and thermal protection system techniques.  In fact, the 
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original NASP engine design, significantly modified by NASA, provided the foundation 
for the scramjet engine used in the X-43A Hyper-X research vehicle program [1:6-7].  
The first X-43A flight failed in June 2001 when the booster rocket used to accelerate it to 
flight speed veered off course and had to be destroyed.  However, the second and third 
flights were successful, with the March 2004 flight reaching Mach 6.8 and the November 
2004 flight reaching Mach 9.8 [51]. 
Although both successful X-43A vehicles were only powered under their own 
engines for about ten seconds, NASA was able to gather data that has never before been 
obtained and concluded that the vehicles produced enough thrust to overcome drag.  This 
was a major accomplishment, as the X-43A was the first free-flying demonstration of an 
airframe-integrated scramjet.  However, with NASA now allocating the majority of its 
resources to restoring the space shuttle fleet to flight, finishing construction of the 
International Space Station, and developing technology for manned missions to the Moon 
and Mars, the eight-year Hyper-X program has been canceled with no additional scramjet 
flights on the drawing board [14]. 
The U.S. Air Force is now leading the way in scramjet research and development 
with the Hypersonic Technology (HyTech) program.  Headquartered at the AFRL 
Propulsion Directorate, HyTech was initiated in 1995 to provide a research program on 
hypersonic technologies following the cancellation of NASP.  While most scramjet 
designs to date have used hydrogen fuel, HyTech runs on conventional hydrocarbon 
fuels, which have a higher energy density and are much safer and easier to manage than 
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hydrogen.  A full-scale engine is now being built, which will use its own fuel for cooling 
[37:1170-1171; 2:1]. 
2.2 RLV Staging Options 
Many researchers believe that single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) is the solution to 
excessive launch costs; however, staging has many benefits.  First, staging can reduce the 
sensitivity of a vehicle to performance parameter variations.  This would require less 
stringent propellant mass fractions, resulting in lower gross takeoff weight (GTOW) than 
SSTO vehicles.  Second, TSTO vehicles offer greater margin and have higher payload 
potential than SSTO vehicles.  This means that equal performance and lower risk are 
possible with less advanced technology.  Third, if vehicles with airbreathing propulsion 
are considered, the useful airbreathing corridor for TSTO vehicles is larger than that for 
SSTO vehicles, and first stages of a TSTO concept have potential for greater 
atmospheric-cruise capability than SSTO vehicles.  Therefore, it is reasoned that TSTO is 
the most feasible solution for the near future, especially with the lessons learned from the 
NASP program [39:3-4; 5:2; 20:3-4; 41:1-2]. 
2.3 RLV Basic Propulsion Options 
Space launch vehicles produce thrust by exchanging momentum with a fluid, 
called a propellant, which is then expelled from the vehicle through the propulsion 
system.  The primary two methods of producing thrust for space launch applications are 
with either rocket or airbreathing propulsion systems. 
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2.3.1 Rocket Propulsion Systems 
Rockets carry with them all of their propellant, which is a combination of fuel and 
oxidizer.  Thrust is produced by converting the internal energy of the propellant to kinetic 
energy.  This internal energy is released by mixing and burning the stored fuel and 
oxidizer in the combustion chamber.  Momentum is then imparted to the propellant, now 
in the form of hot gases, as it is expelled through the nozzle.  Two types of rocket 
propulsion are normally considered for space launch vehicles: liquid rocket engines and 
solid rocket motors [22:469]. 
For a liquid rocket engine, shown in Figure 4, the fuel and oxidizer are kept in 
individual tanks.  Then they are pumped into the combustion chamber, where they are 
mixed and combusted at high pressure [24:179-180].  In contrast, a solid rocket motor, 
shown in Figure 5, is composed of a solid mixture of fuel and oxidizer that is molded to 
the interior walls of the combustion chamber.  This solid mixture then burns at high 








Figure 4.  Liquid Rocket Engine [49] Figure 5.  Solid Rocket Motor [49] 
 
Solid rocket motors tend to be simpler than liquid rocket engines due to few 
moving parts, and they are also able to respond more quickly because the propellant is 
already loaded in the vehicle.  However, liquid rocket engines are able to throttle their 
thrust levels with the turbine-driven pumps, and they also have the potential to restart.  
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This is not the case in solid rocket motors, where once ignited, it must burn until the 
propellant supply is exhausted [22:513-514]. 
An air-augmented rocket is essentially a mixture of rocket propulsion and 
airbreathing propulsion.  When an air-augmented rocket reaches an acceptable speed, 
such as Mach 2 or Mach 3, it operates fuel-rich, and then augments the oxidation of the 
fuel with atmospheric air, thereby becoming a quasi-airbreathing engine.  It is able to 
perform like this possibly up to Mach 10, and then convert back to normal rocket 
function.  Air-augmented rockets are placed in a duct that captures air, and are able to 
boost specific impulse performance by several percentage points over conventional 
rockets.  Both liquid and solid rockets can be made to function as air-augmented rockets 
[24:631-633]. 
2.3.2 Airbreathing Propulsion Systems 
Airbreathing engines are distinguished from rockets by the fact that they use 
atmospheric oxygen as the oxidizer for the propulsion system; thus only fuel needs to be 
carried onboard.  The propellant in this case consists of air drawn into the engine through 
the inlet, plus the fuel that is mixed with the air and burned in the combustion chamber.  
Three forms of airbreathing propulsion are normally considered for space launch 
vehicles: turbine, ramjet, and scramjet. 
In a turbine engine, shown in Figure 6, thrust is developed by compressing air in 
the inlet and compressor, injecting fuel into the compressed air and burning in the 
combustion chamber, and expanding the gas stream through the turbine and nozzle.  The 
expansion of gas through the turbine supplies the power to turn the compressor.  The hot 
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gases are then expelled through the nozzle, developing thrust.  For additional thrust, an 
afterburner can be added, in which additional fuel is introduced into the hot exhaust and 
burned.  This gives a resultant increase in engine thrust by way of even higher exit 
velocity, but at the expense of a lower specific impulse.  Turbine engines are most 
commonly used up to Mach 4 [22:164-165; 45:15]. 
 
 
Figure 6.  Turbine Engine [49] 
 
A ramjet engine, shown in Figure 7, differs from a turbine engine in that a ramjet 
has no moving parts.  It achieves compression of intake air by the forward velocity of the 
vehicle.  Air enters the inlet where it is decelerated to subsonic conditions and 
compressed, and then it enters the combustion zone where it is mixed with the fuel and 
burned.  A ramjet is able to operate with no moving parts because the inlet decelerates the 
incoming air to raise the pressure in the combustion chamber, i.e. the higher the velocity 
of the incoming air, the greater the pressure rise.  It is for this reason that a ramjet can 
only operate efficiently at high supersonic velocities, so they are typically employed 
above Mach 3.  As the flight velocity reaches approximately Mach 6, the air flow can no 
longer be efficiently decelerated, because the loss of total pressure and thermal  
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dissociation degrade the cycle performance.  Also, the mechanical loads and thermal 
stresses on the engine become unbearable at flight velocities approaching Mach 6.  
Ramjet engines are a proven technology and have found most of their use in missiles, 
where they are boosted to operating speeds by a rocket motor, or by being attached to a 
fighter aircraft [22:155-157; 45:15]. 
 
 
Figure 7.  Ramjet Engine [49] 
 
A scramjet engine, shown in Figure 8, is similar to a ramjet, except that the air 
entering the inlet is not slowed to subsonic speeds in order to keep the temperatures 
lower.  Combustion then takes place at supersonic air velocities through the engine.  It is 
mechanically simple, but vastly more complex aerodynamically than a turbine or ramjet 
engine.  The challenge of making a scramjet engine work is to properly mix the high-
speed air with fuel while combusting and expanding that mixture before it exits the tail of 
the vehicle.  This process typically occurs in less than 1 millisecond.  Furthermore, the 
scramjet must burn enough fuel to generate enormous amounts of energy needed to 






Figure 8.  Scramjet Engine [49] 
 
Dual-mode scramjet (DMSJ) engines operate over the entire velocity range of 
ramjet and scramjet engines.  Hydrocarbon-fueled DMSJ engines, such as those 
researched under the U.S. Air Force HyTech program, are able to efficiently operate up 
to Mach 8.  At that point, the fuel-air equivalence ratio necessary for cooling the vehicle 
exceeds that which is needed for propulsion.  On the other hand, hydrogen-fueled DMSJ 
engines are theoretically able to operate well beyond Mach 8, since hydrogen has much 
greater cooling capacity than hydrocarbon fuels [45:15-16].  However, there are many 
developmental and operational disadvantages to using liquid hydrogen, as discussed in 
Section 2.6. 
2.4 Justification for Airbreathing Propulsion in RLVs 
 One of the biggest debates among researchers of RLVs is that of rocket versus 
airbreathing propulsion.  Space launch has traditionally always been performed by rocket 
engines, so why change now? 
2.4.1 Airbreathing Propulsion Advantages 
There are several key advantages that airbreathing propulsion systems have over 
conventional rockets.  First, airbreathing engines utilize atmospheric oxygen for 
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combustion instead of an onboard supply of oxidant.  This is an important advantage over 
rocket engines because the oxidizer, which makes up a significant portion of the gross 
weight of a conventional launch vehicle, does not need to be carried aboard the vehicle 
for the airbreathing engines.  For example, as shown in Figure 9, a rocket carries 
approximately 6 lbm of oxygen for every lbm of hydrogen.  In contrast, an airbreathing 
system processes approximately 34 lbm of air for every lbm of hydrogen (oxygen is still 
needed for subsonic rocket operation, or for the final push to space).  By virtue of this 
fact, specific impulse of the airbreathing system is greatly increased, as shown in Figure 
10.  Specific impulse, which is the thrust divided by the weight flow rate of fuel, is 
essentially a measure of engine fuel efficiency.  Another way of thinking about this is that 
an airbreathing engine, as compared to a rocket engine, operates much more efficiently 
by using much less propellant carried aboard the vehicle to produce an equivalent amount 
of thrust [3:2-3; 16]. 
 
 





Figure 10.  Specific Impulse vs. Mach Number [16] 
 
 A second key advantage of airbreathing propulsion systems is the ability to allow 
for horizontal takeoff, due in large part to the reduced propellant requirements of 
airbreathing propulsion systems.  The horizontal takeoff capability of airbreathing 
vehicles is extremely attractive, providing many operability benefits including mission 
abort capability and trajectory flexibility.  Horizontal takeoff vehicles also have the 
potential to utilize existing aircraft ground facilities.  The capability to operate from a 
standard commercial runway eliminates the requirement to rotate the vehicle on a 
dedicated launch pad.  This results in substantial operational cost savings compared to 
pure rocket systems, which require complex ground support equipment around the launch 
pad.  Furthermore, the range safety is simpler to manage with the airbreathing propulsion 
system because of its ability to taxi on the runway along with its flyback mission abort  
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capability.  These factors result in additional operational cost savings over pure rocket 
systems, which require abort scenarios, flight corridors, and safety systems similar to 
current processes [3:4-6; 20:3-4; 10:1-2]. 
A third key advantage of airbreathing engines is that they are less sensitive to 
inert mass increases, mainly because of their lower propellant fraction.  This allows for 
additional safety margin and reduced sensitivity to weight growth as compared to pure 
rocket-based systems, and it provides the flexibility to build in reliability, maintainability, 
durability, and operability.  This is achieved in part because airbreathing propulsion 
systems have lower operating pressures than comparable rocket-based systems, which 
leads to improved reliability and reusability.  This speaks well for airbreathing engines, 
because almost half of all space launch failures have been caused by a malfunction in the 
propulsion system.  Furthermore, the range safety is simpler to manage with the 
airbreathing propulsion system because of the flyback mission abort capability [32:1; 
42:2-3; 26:1-2]. 
2.4.2 Airbreathing Propulsion Disadvantages 
There are a number of challenges that face airbreathing propulsion systems when 
considering application to space launch missions.  One disadvantage of airbreathing 
engines is that no single engine can cover the same span of Mach numbers as a rocket.  
As shown in Figure 11, turbine engines reach their upper limit at Mach 4, ramjets operate 
up to Mach 6, and scramjets operate possibly well past Mach 10.  From there, rockets are 





Figure 11.  Altitude vs. Mach Number [16] 
 
Another disadvantage of airbreathing propulsion systems is that they have a 
higher dry weight than a rocket system designed for the same mission.  This is due to 
many factors.  First, the thrust to weight ratio of an airbreathing engine is substantially 
less than that of a rocket engine, which means that airbreathing engines are much larger 
than rocket engines of the same thrust.  Second, a heavier vehicle thermal protection 
system (TPS) is necessary because of the extreme heating experienced by the vehicle 
during the high dynamic pressure ascent trajectory.  Third, the streamlined configurations 
required for hypersonic flight create the need for complex internal fuel tanks that 
conform to the vehicle’s aerodynamic shape.  These factors combine to increase the dry 
weight of the propulsion system, which must be traded off against the savings in 
propellant that the higher specific impulse yields [20:2-3; 30:1-2; 28:1-2]. 
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2.5 RLV Advanced Propulsion Options 
Now that the advantages and disadvantages of rockets and airbreathing engines 
have been shown, one might wonder which one is best for space launch applications.  
Well, the answer might be a combination of some or all of them.  If rocket and 
airbreathing engines were combined into one package, then it might be possible to build 
and operate a launch system that would cost less, weigh less, and be more reliable than 
current systems.  This is the vision for combined-cycle engines.  A notional RLV flight 
profile utilizing combined-cycle engines is shown in Figure 12. 
 
 
Figure 12.  Notional RLV Flight Profile [16] 
 
There are two ways to combine engine cycles, as shown in Figure 13.  One way is 
to integrate the various engine components into a common flowpath.  A second way to 
create a combined-cycle engine is to have two separate flowpaths, with each engine 
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component only operating during its segment of the flight regime.  Either method enables 
the space launch vehicle to perform multimode operation over a wide speed and altitude 
range [11:1-3; 18:2-4]. 
 
 
Figure 13.  Ways to Combine Engine Cycles [16] 
 
2.5.1 Rocket-Based-Combined-Cycle Propulsion Systems 
 RBCC propulsion systems consist of integrating rocket, ramjet, and scramjet 
engines into a single propulsion system [23:2].  An RBCC propulsion system can have up 
to four primary operating modes, as shown in Figure 14.  The first mode consists of either 
a rocket or an air-augmented rocket, and it operates from takeoff up to ramjet takeover 
speed.  The second mode consists of a ramjet, followed by a scramjet in the third mode.  
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The fourth mode, if required, is powered by a rocket.  An example of a notional RBCC 
RLV is shown in Figure 15. 
 
 
Figure 14.  RBCC Operating Modes [16] 
 
 




2.5.2 Turbine-Based-Combined-Cycle Propulsion Systems 
 TBCC propulsion systems consist of integrating turbine, ramjet, and scramjet 
engines into a single propulsion system [9:2].  The TBCC propulsion system has three 
primary operating modes.  The first mode is powered by turbine engines, which operate 
from takeoff up to ramjet takeover speed.  The second mode consists of a ramjet, 
followed by a scramjet in the third mode.  Unless the vehicle also includes rocket 
engines, TBCC vehicles cannot operate over the entire flight regime and can only be used 




Figure 16.  Notional TBCC RLV [46] 
 
2.6 RLV Fuel Options 
 There are two types of fuels generally used in space launch vehicles: liquid 
hydrogen and hydrocarbon.  Hydrogen has a quicker burning rate and releases a larger 
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amount of energy per unit weight and than hydrocarbon fuels.  However, hydrocarbon 
fuels are far denser than liquid hydrogen, meaning that a given volume of hydrocarbon 
fuel is significantly more powerful than a similar volume of liquid hydrogen.  The tanks 
and plumbing of a hydrocarbon-fueled engine are also more compact and lighter than 
those of a hydrogen-fueled engine, due to the fact that pressurization and insulation is not 
required.  All of this equates to smaller fuel tanks for hydrocarbon engines, which helps 
to achieve a lower vehicle empty weight [29:1214-1215]. 
Another advantage of hydrocarbon fuel is the fact that the fuel can be stored at 
room temperature, and it is fairly easy to handle as compared to liquid hydrogen.  
Hydrocarbon fuel is also relatively inexpensive compared to hydrogen fuels.  All of these 
factors make hydrocarbon fuels more practical and operable for responsive military 
applications [29:1214-1215; 37:1170-1171]. 
2.7 Recent RLV Research 
RLVs are a popular topic for research within industry and academia, and there is a 
plethora of RLV designs that have been published.  These studies range from a high-level 
comparison of several different RLV designs, to an in-depth design study of a single 
RLV configuration.  This work attempts to incorporate elements of all relevant past RLV 
studies and then build upon them.  Three studies in particular are noteworthy and related 
to this work, and are here called the 2004 AFIT RLV Study, 2004 Astrox RLV Study, 
and 2004 SpaceWorks Engineering RLV Study. 
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2.7.1 2004 AFIT RLV Study 
The 2004 AFIT RLV Study investigated the performance of five TSTO RLVs, 
with stages propelled by rocket engines, turbine engines, and RBCC engines [8].  In this 
study, a fixed takeoff weight of 1,000,000 lbf was assumed for all five RLVs, and the 
performance of each RLV was determined by the payload weight delivered to orbit and 
the total vehicle dry weight.  A design method was formulated using a trajectory 
optimization program, Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories (POST), to simulate 
the RLV flight profiles.  RLV trajectory constraints, mass fractions, engine performance, 
and aerodynamics were assumed from literature of similar RLVs or data provided by 
AFRL.  The 2004 AFIT RLV Study concluded that the RLV with both stages propelled 
by rocket engines lifted the most payload weight into orbit (17,560 lbf) with the lowest 
vehicle dry weight (98,244 lbf). 
2.7.2 2004 Astrox RLV Study 
The 2004 Astrox RLV Study compared TSTO RLVs powered by rocket engines 
with SSTO RLVs powered by RBCC engines [13].  The TSTO RLVs powered by rocket 
engines were analyzed in hydrocarbon-fuel, hydrogen-fuel, and duel-fuel configurations.  
The SSTO RLVs powered by RBCC engines were analyzed in hydrogen-fuel and duel-
fuel configurations.  Each RLV had a fixed payload requirement of 20,000 lbf to orbit, 
and they were compared on the basis of lowest empty weight.  In this study, Astrox 
Corporation’s HySIDE code was used as the vehicle design tool, which can be used to 
study a wide range of rocket and airbreathing RLVs throughout their entire flight regime.   
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The 2004 Astrox RLV Study concluded that VTHL SSTO RLVs have an empty weight 
advantage over HTHL SSTO RLVs, with the lowest empty weight in this study coming 
from the duel-fuel VTHL SSTO RLV using an inward turning inlet (109,311 lbf).  The 
lowest empty weight of the TSTO RLVs powered by rocket engines was achieved with 
the duel-fuel configuration (174,683 lbf). 
2.7.3 2004 SpaceWorks Engineering RLV Study 
In the 2004 SpaceWorks Engineering RLV Study, a single HTHL TSTO launch 
vehicle called Quicksat was designed, capable of launching a payload of 10,020 lbf to 
orbit [6].  The Quicksat vehicle consists of a completely reusable first stage booster with 
an expendable second stage orbiter.  Quicksat was designed and analyzed using 
ModelCenter, which is a collaborative, distributed framework containing several industry 
standard analysis tools.  The HTHL Quicksat booster uses a TBCC propulsion system 
with non-cryogenic hydrocarbon propellants for improved operability in support of 
military operations.  The DMSJ engines used in the TBCC propulsion system represent 
possible applications of the current research being performed in the U.S. Air Force 
HyTech program.  In addition to the DMSJ engines, the TBCC propulsion system 
includes six turbine engines, each producing 65,660 lbf of thrust, which results in a 
turbine installed thrust to weight ratio of 9.96.  The booster also has four tail rockets to 
provide additional thrust through the transonic flight regime.  The empty weight of the 
booster is 167,840 lbf, and the gross takeoff weight of the entire vehicle (reusable booster 
+ expendable orbiter) is 741,760 lbf.
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3.  Methodology 
 
 This chapter discusses the methodology used to determine the empty weight of 
several distinct TSTO RLV configurations.  Turbine, dual-mode scramjet (DMSJ), and 
liquid rocket engines were all considered as possible elements for the RLV propulsion 
systems.  Astrox Corporation’s HySIDE code was an integral tool in this study, which 
was used to analyze the vehicles in a completely integrated fashion.  HySIDE combines 
engine performance, aerodynamic characteristics, heating conditions, mass properties, 
and volume constraints into a single vehicle model, which is essential for designing 
hypersonic vehicles. 
 Two sensitivity analyses were then performed on areas of interest directly 
affecting the propulsion systems in this study.  The first sensitivity analysis investigated 
the effect orbiter fuel selection had on the empty weight of the RLV.  The second 
sensitivity analysis investigated the effects of increasing the turbine installed thrust to 
weight ratios for the RLVs utilizing turbine engines during the ascent phase of their 
trajectory. 
 This chapter also discusses the methodology used to verify the results generated 
with HySIDE by utilizing the Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories (POST).  
Additional sections include a discussion of the flight fundamentals employed in this 




3.1 TSTO RLV Configurations 
This study considers four unique TSTO RLV configurations, each dictated by the 
propulsion system chosen for each stage.  Vehicle empty weight was the primary figure 
of merit in this study.  According to many researchers, a launch system’s acquisition and 
operational cost is directly related to the system’s empty weight, which must therefore be 
minimized [5:1; 20:4; 13:9; 31:2].  This is based on the assumption that cost vs. weight 
trends for commercial and military aircraft, which have a nearly linear relationship for 
empty weight, can be extrapolated to space launch systems. 
The booster propulsion systems considered in this study include pure rocket (Rkt), 
pure turbine (TJ), rocket-based-combined-cycle (RBCC), and turbine-based-combined-
cycle (TBCC).  The orbiters all have a pure rocket propulsion system.  The RBCC 
propulsion systems were modeled as rocket engines combined with DMSJ engines, while 
the TBCC propulsion systems were modeled as turbine engines combined with DMSJ 
engines.  Four baseline RLV configurations were analyzed, with two of them vertical-
takeoff-horizontal-landing (VTHL) and the other two horizontal-takeoff-horizontal-
landing (HTHL).  The VTHL configurations include the Rkt-Rkt and RBCC-Rkt.  The 
HTHL configurations include the TBCC-Rkt and TJ-Rkt. 
Each vehicle in this study is completely reusable and unmanned, and is designed 
for a roundtrip to a 100 nautical mile circular LEO.  The RLVs all have a payload 
requirement of 20,000 lbf in a 12 ft diameter by 25 ft length payload bay, plus reserve 
propellants.  The RLVs are serial burn, meaning that the engines for the second stage 
orbiter are not in operations until after stage separations.  All baseline RLV 
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configurations exclusively use hydrocarbon (HC) fuels, either JP-7 or RP-1, combined 
with air as the oxidizer for airbreathing engines and liquid oxygen as the oxidizer for 
rocket engines.  After staging, all of the boosters use turbine engines to fly back to base, 
while the orbiters fly to a 50x100 nautical mile parking orbit.  The orbiters then utilize 
onboard maneuvering system (OMS) engines to circularize the orbit to 100 nautical 
miles. 
3.2 Flight Fundamentals 
The motion of a reusable launch vehicle is defined by the interaction of the 
aerodynamic and body forces acting upon it.  The body force, caused by gravity, is 
weight (W).  Weight is given by 
gMW ⋅=         (1) 
where M is mass and g is the standard sea level value of the acceleration due to gravity.  
Weight decreases throughout the flight profile because of fuel expenditure and staging. 
The aerodynamic forces acting upon the vehicle are lift (L), drag (D), and thrust 
(T).  In reality, there is a single, integrated aerodynamic force caused by the pressure 
variations acting through the center of pressure and by the shear forces along the vehicle 
surface.  However, for analytical purposes, it is often convenient to break these forces 
into components. 
By definition, the component of the aerodynamic force perpendicular to the flight 
path direction is called lift; the component of the aerodynamic force opposing the flight 










1 ρ      (3) 
where ρ  is the atmospheric density, V is the velocity of the vehicle, and S is the planform 
area [34:557].  CL and CD are the lift coefficient and drag coefficient, respectively, which 
are dimensionless quantities dependent upon vehicle shape, aerodynamic properties, and 
angle of attack (α). 
 Thrust is a force that must be created by the RLV in order to accelerate the 
vehicle to orbital velocity.  In addition to providing vehicle acceleration, thrust must also 
be able to overcome drag, plus a portion of the vehicle weight when not in straight and 
level flight.  This is shown in Figure 17, where the flight path direction is aligned with 
the thrust vector, and opposite in direction to the drag vector.  For a rocket engine, thrust 
is given by 
eee APPVmT ⋅−+⋅= )( 0        (4) 
where  is the propellant mass flow rate, Vm e is the propellant exhaust velocity, Pe is the 









Figure 17.  Vehicle Forces 
 
A common measure of performance used for evaluating and comparing 
propulsion systems is specific impulse (ISP), which is basically a measure of fuel 
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 Thrust is a little more complicated to calculate for airbreathing engines, because 
the propellant in this case consists of air drawn into the engine through the inlet, plus the 
fuel that is mixed with the air and burned in the combustion chamber.  For an 
airbreathing engine, thrust is given by 
eeaee APPVmVmT ⋅−+⋅−⋅= )( 0              (7) 
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where  is the air mass flow rate, and  is the exit (air + fuel) mass flow rate from the 





=             (8) 
where  is the fuel mass flow rate [21:111].  The specific impulse for airbreathing 
engines are much greater than for rocket engines because captured air, which does not 
have to be carried aboard the vehicle, is used as the oxidizer. 
fm
3.3 RLV Design Methodology 
Astrox Corporation’s HySIDE code was used as the design tool throughout the 
study [25], and Reference 27 was consulted for this entire RLV Design Methodology 
Section.  HySIDE, or Hypersonic System Integrated Design Environment, can be used to 
study a wide range of airbreathing and rocket RLVs throughout their entire flight regime.  
It analyzes the vehicles in a completely integrated fashion, which is essential for 
designing hypersonic vehicles, by combining engine performance, aerodynamic 
characteristics, heating conditions, mass properties, and volume constraints into a single 
vehicle model.  The propulsion components may include any combination of turbine, 
DMSJ, or liquid rocket engines operating during user specified trajectory segments.  
Vehicle propulsion performance, combined with aerodynamic losses, is calculated all the 
way through the flight trajectory.  The RLVs are then finalized, or closed, by iterating the 
vehicle dimensions until the available internal volume satisfies volume requirements. 
 Two generic vehicle models were employed in HySIDE for this study, which are 
here called airbreathers and rockets.  Examples of HySIDE-generated three-dimensional 
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drawings of these vehicle models are shown in Figure 18.  Both vehicle models can be 
used as either a first stage (booster) or second stage (orbiter) in a TSTO RLV.  Each 
vehicle model can have up to three trajectory segments that are dictated by the velocity 
range and propulsion method used in the segment.  In a SSTO RLV, all three trajectory 
segments could be used.  However, in a TSTO RLV, only two trajectory segments are 
required for the airbreathers and only one trajectory segment is required for the rockets.  





Figure 18.  HySIDE Vehicle Drawings 
 
The design point for each vehicle is set at a user specified Mach number and 
altitude.  This is input in the “FreeStream” component of HySIDE, as shown in Figure 
19, which shows the inputs on the left and the outputs on the right.  The design point for a 
pure rocket vehicle is not as critical as for an airbreathing vehicle because of the way the 
rocket vehicle is modeled in HySIDE, as explained in Section 3.3.1.  For simplicity, 
staging conditions are an appropriate choice for a rocket’s design point.  However, 
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picking the design point for an airbreathing vehicle is more of an iterative process.  For 
example, if the design Mach number is chosen at the extreme high end of the DMSJ 
performance spectrum, the vehicle heating will be more manageable at the upper limit, 
but the vehicle drag will be excessive at the lower limits.  This is because the airbreathing 
vehicle’s aerodynamic characteristics are optimized for the design point.  Therefore, it is 
usually best to choose the airbreather’s design point one or two Mach numbers below 
maximum DMSJ engine operation.  Airbreathing vehicles fly along a constant dynamic 
pressure path during DMSJ operation, so the design point altitude should be chosen to 
match the desired dynamic pressure with the design point Mach number. 
 
 




Lift is c  with the lift 
coefficients calculated by Missile Datcom [4; 36:2-3].  Missile Datcom is an industry-
standard code for predicting missile and launch vehicle aerodynamic characteristics at 
speeds ranging from subsonic to hypersonic.  Missile Datcom provides prediction of six-
degree-of-freedom aerodynamic coefficients based upon the airframe model.  In HySIDE, 
angle of attack is iterated upon until the lift required is equal to the lift available.  For 
horizontal takeoff boosters, the design lifting requirements are based on takeoff 
conditions, while for vertical takeoff boosters or for orbiters, the design lifting 
requirements are based on landing conditions.  The wing planform area is sized based on 
user inputs in HySIDE such as structural weight per unit area, design Mach number, 
design lift coefficient, aspect ratio, thickness to chord ratio, leading edge sweep, and 
taper.  The wing is then positioned to meet stability requirements. 
A rocket vehicle model uses either the first or third trajectory segment, as 
described in Section 3.3, depending on whether it is the booster or orbiter.  If the rocket is 
used as the booster, the first trajectory segment is rocket-powered from takeoff to vehicle 
staging, and the other trajectory segments are not used.  If the rocket is used as the 
orbiter, only the third trajectory segment is used, which is rocket-powered from vehicle 
staging to orbit. 
 Rocket engine sizing is dictated by takeoff thrust requirements, which either 
occurs at the beginning of the first stage engine operation, in the case of a booster, or the 
alculated throughout the flight trajectory using Equation (2),
3.3.1 Rocket Vehicle Design Methodology 
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beginning of the second stage engine operation, in the case of an orbiter.  The takeoff
thrust is given by 
 
( ) GTOWTTTO ⋅=     W TO  (9) 
where ( )
TOW
T  is the vehicle thrust to weight ratio at rocket ignition, a user input, and 
GTOW is the remaining vehicle gross weight, which is an output variable from HySIDE.  
pellantThe pro  mass flow rate is then calculated by 
gISP
Tm TO=         (10) 
⋅
where ISP is a user input in the “Velocity vs. ISP” table, which can either be directly 
input by the user or chosen from a drop-down list in HySIDE.  The “Velocity vs. ISP” 
table assumes a nominal rocket trajectory and takes into account atmospheric density 
effects.  Propellant mass flow rate is held constant for the duration of the rocket 
sequence.  Engine thrust is then calculated throughout the rocket trajectory by 
gISPmT ⋅⋅=      
Drag (D) is calculated over the vehicle using Equation (3) with the drag
     (11) 
 
coefficients calculated by Missile Datcom, as described in Section 3.3.  Gr ity lo
which IDE by 
av ss, 





/                (12) 
where  is the vertical velocity.  After the vehicle drag and gravity loss are 
accounted for, these forces are converted into specific impulse equivalents to provide a 





GDISPISP loss−−=     
A net vehicle thrust can now be calculated by 
gmnet ⋅⋅
   (13) 
           (14) 
odology 
Airbreather vehicle models always have the DMSJ operation as the second 
trajectory segment, as described in Section 3.3, which uses air as the oxidizer and flies 
along a n reather booster, the third 
trajecto  The 
t 
gn point.  These components include the inlet, 
isolator
gISPmT netnet ⋅⋅=  
3.3.2 Airbreathing Vehicle Design Meth
 consta t dynamic pressure path.  In the case of an airb
ry segment is not used and the vehicle stages at the end of DMSJ operation. 
first trajectory segment can be either turbine-powered or rocket-powered, and can be 
either horizontal takeoff or vertical takeoff.  In the case of an airbreather orbiter, the firs
trajectory segment is not used and the third trajectory segment is rocket-powered, taking 
the vehicle from DMSJ cutoff to orbit. 
The design point for an airbreather is chosen at a Mach number and altitude 
during the DMSJ operation.  Then the individual components of the airbreather are 
created for optimal operation at the desi






ISOLATOR & COMBUSTOR  
Figure 20.  Airbreather Components 
 
First, the inlet flow field is generated through an axisymmetric method of 
characteristics solution based on several user inputs in HySIDE, such as the inlet 
width/height ratio, geometric capture area, throat pressure, bow shock angle, maximum 
passively-cooled surface temperature, maximum actively-cooled surface temperature, and 
skin density.  The method of characteristics is a method of solving partial differential 
equations by finding curves in the plane, called characteristic curves, which reduce the 
equations to a set of ordinary differential equations that are much easier to solve.  The 
inlet surface is designed by tracing the streamlines from the cross section of the captured 
streamtube projection onto the inlet flow field.  Once the streamline trace is complete, the 
inviscid forces on the inlet surface and the flow conditions at the inlet exit are calculated.  
A reference temperature method is then used for the boundary layer calculations, thus 
modifying the inlet geometry to account for the displacement thickness.  Using oblique 
shock theory, the result is that at the design point, the vehicle “rides” the bow shock on 
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Figure 21.  Airbreather Design Point Shocks 
 
Next, the isolator and combustor are evaluated with a quasi one-dimensional 
combustor model based on several user inputs in HySIDE, such as fuel type, maximum 
fuel temperature, fuel total pressure, mixing fraction, mixing length, minimum 
equivalence ratio, maximum inlet ram Mach number, average combustor entrance 
boundary layer displacement thickness, and combustion efficiency.  This combustor 
model analyzes the mixing and burning of the fuel by assuming equilibrium chemistry.  
The code calculates the heat release in 10 delta-x (length) steps, and based on the new 
temperatures at each step, it calculates new values of the specific heat at constant 
pressure and the new compositions.  Once the composition at the end of the combustor is 
calculated, HySIDE then designs the isolator and combustor surfaces. 
The nozzle flow field is then created by using the same method of characteristics 
solution as for the inlet flow field based on several user inputs in HySIDE, such as the 
flow path area ratio, truncation factor, maximum passively-cooled surface temperature, 
maximum actively-cooled surface temperature, and skin density.  Using similar logic as 
for the inlet, including the reference temperature method to account for the viscous 
forces, HySIDE then designs the nozzle surface. 
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Finally, the upper surface of the vehicle is defined joining the inlet and exit areas, 
producing a specified external surface shock along the leading edge. 
Now that the DMSJ engine has been designed, the net thrust applied to the vehicle 
throughout the engine flowpath is calculated at the design point by integrating the map of 
pressure forces and viscous forces at every point in the flowpath.  By having the design 
point net thrust, an actual value for the design point specific impulse can be calculated for 






=           (15) 
where the subscript DP refers to the design point.  The fuel mass flow rate is given by 
atioFuelStoicRmm af ⋅⋅= φ         (16) 
where φ  is the equivalence ratio, a user input in the “Phi vs. ISP” table, FuelStoicRatio is 
the fuel stoichiometric mass ratio, also a user input, and  is the air mass flow rate.  
The air mass flow rate is given by 
am
AirRatioAVm inleta ⋅⋅⋅= ρ        (17) 
where Ainlet is the geometric inlet capture area, a user input, and AirRatio is the actual area 
of captured air divided by the design area of captured air.  AirRatio is calculated with a 
power series equation, which is only a function of Mach number [44]. 
 The DMSJ specific impulse values input by the user in the “Velocity vs. ISP” 
table are used as a trend to calculate thrust at off-design conditions.  An ISP difference is 
calculated by 
DPtableDP ISPISPISP .−=∆       (18) 
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where  is the specific impulse table value at the design point.  The DMSJ off-
design specific impulse is then given by 
DPtableISP .
ISPISPISP table ∆+=                (19) 
where  is the specific impulse table value at each particular off-design point.  
Now, thrust can be calculated at every point in the DMSJ trajectory by 
tableISP
gISPmT f ⋅⋅=            (20) 
 Aerodynamic losses are calculated for off-design conditions in the same manner 
as they were for the rocket vehicles.  These losses are converted into specific impulse 











−=          (21) 
Net thrust at all off-design points can now be calculated by 
gISPmT netfnet ⋅⋅=               (22) 
Rocket engines on airbreathers, which are embedded in the DMSJ nozzle, are 
analyzed in the same way as for rocket vehicles.  Turbine engine performance is handled 
in the same manner as for rocket engines, based on takeoff thrust requirements given by 
Equation (9).  The user input “Velocity vs. ISP” table is also used directly for thrust 
calculations as it is for rocket vehicles.  However, the fuel mass flow rate is calculated as 
it is for DMSJ engines, given by Equation (16).  Net specific impulse and thrust are then 




 Assumptions were made regarding the performance, weights, and sizes of the 
different types of engines.  Rocket and turbine engines were modeled as rubberized 
engines, meaning that the engine performance and dimensional data were scaled from a 
nominal engine by whatever scale factor was required to provide the desired thrust.  In 
the case of rocket engines, the nominal engines are engines that currently exist.  In the 
case of turbine engines, there isn’t a nominal engine per se, but rather a set of historical 
data that has been statistically compiled into a set of equations.  Assumptions were also 
made regarding the flight trajectories, which are discussed in Section 3.4.4.  A complete 
list of HySIDE inputs used in this study is given in Appendix B. 
3.4.1 Rocket Engines 
 Hydrocarbon rocket engines were modeled as rubberized RD-180 engines, which 
are used on the Atlas III and Atlas V launch vehicles, while hydrogen rocket engines 
were modeled as rubberized Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSMEs).  Table 1 shows the 
nominal rocket engine performance and dimensional data used in HySIDE during this 
analysis.  This RD-180 rocket engine data was also used in the 2004 AFIT RLV Study as 
described in section 2.7.1 [8], and this RD-180 and SSME rocket engine data was used in 








Table 1.  Rocket Engine Performance and Dimensional Data [17] 
 
 RD-180 SSME
Fuel Rocket Propellant (RP-1) Liquid Hydrogen (LH2)
Oxidizer Liquid Oxygen (LOX) Liquid Oxygen (LOX)
Mixture Ratio 2.6 / 1 6.0 / 1
Thrust / Weight Ratio 80.0 73.3
Nozzle Area Ratio 36.4 77.5
Chamber Pressure (psia) 3,722 3,260
Characteristic Velocity (ft/s) 5,914 7,684
ISP - Sea Level (s) 311.0 370.8
ISP - Vacuum (s) 337.0 454.4
Average Thrust - Sea Level (lbf) 860,000 418,130
Average Thrust - Vacuum (lbf) 933,000 512,410
Weight (lbf) 11,675 6,990
Length (ft) 13.0 14.0
Diameter (ft) 9.8 8.0
 







TW ⋅=     (23) 
where TTO is the required takeoff thrust, an output from HySIDE, ( )
RktW
T  is the rocket 
engine thrust to weight ratio, a user input, and Koverall is the overall design uncertainty 
factor, also a user input.  In order to provide growth margin without being overly 
conservative, an overall design uncertainty factor of 1.1 was used for all vehicles 
throughout the analysis. 
3.4.2 Turbine Engines 
 Turbine engines were modeled using performance data from the Air Force 
Research Laboratory Propulsion Directorate (AFRL/PR).  Performance data for this 
hydrocarbon afterburning turbine engine comes from AFRL’s conceptual Mach 4.4 
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turbine accelerator design, which is the same turbine engine data used in the 2004 AFIT 
RLV Study as described in Section 2.7.1 [8].  Table 2 shows the turbine “ISP vs. 
Velocity” table used in HySIDE during this analysis, while the entire set of AFRL 
Turbine Accelerator engine performance data is shown in Appendix A. 
 




A parametric statistical approach was used to size the afterburning turbine engines 
based upon historical data [40:235].  The uninstalled weight (Wuninstalled), length 














































TD  ft       (26) 
where TTO is the required takeoff thrust, an output from HySIDE,  is the number of 
turbine engines, a user input, M
turb#
max is the maximum Mach number, a user input, and BPR 
is the bypass ratio, a user input [40:235].  A bypass ratio of 0.95 was assumed for all 
turbine engines in order to be comparable to the turbine engines in the 2004 SpaceWorks 
Engineering RLV Study, as described in Section 2.7.3 [6].  These user inputs are entered 
in the “TurbineCluster” component of HySIDE, as shown in Figure 22. 
 
 




Equations (24)-(26) are intended for use with Mach numbers below 2.5.  For 
Mach numbers above 2.5, errors will be introduced into the solution because Mmax = 2.5 
must be used in the equations.  The basic form of these equations represent historical 
trends, so for a next-generation engine, HySIDE added improvement factors to each 
equation, which are shown in parenthesis, in order to account for technology advances. 
In HySIDE, the turbine uninstalled weight refers only to the turbine engine, while 
the turbine installed weight refers to the turbine engine plus all of the required additional 
interfaces to the vehicle, including the inlet and nozzle.  The installed weight of each 
turbine engine is then given by 
overallinstalledduninstalleinstalled KKWW ⋅⋅=             (27) 
where Kinstalled is the turbine installation factor, a user input.  The turbine installation factor 
can be used to control the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio.  A turbine installation 
factor of 1.85 resulted in the baseline turbine installed thrust to weight ratio of 6, which 
represents today’s state of the art for a turbine accelerator engine [17]. 
3.4.3 Dual-Mode Scramjet Engines 
 DMSJ engines were modeled using performance data from AFRL/PR, which was 
acquired from SpaceWorks Engineering, Inc. (SEI) in support of the U.S. Air Force 
HyTech program.  SEI used SRGULL, a performance prediction code for airframe-
integrated scramjet engines, to obtain the engine performance data for this hydrocarbon 
DMSJ engine in a 2-D NASP-derived lifting-body vehicle configuration.  This is the 
same DMSJ engine performance data that was used in the 2004 SpaceWorks Engineering 
RLV Study, as described in Section 2.7.3 [6].  Table 3 shows the DMSJ “ISP vs. 
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Velocity” table used in HySIDE during this analysis, while the entire set of AFRL 
HyTech DMSJ engine performance data is shown in Appendix A. 
 




 The weight of the DMSJ engine is not individually calculated, because so much of 
the entire vehicle is designed around the DMSJ engine operation.  In other words, the 
airbreathing vehicles are essentially flying engines, so it isn’t meaningful to differentiate 
the weight of the DMSJ engine from the rest of the vehicle. 
3.4.4 Flight Trajectory Assumptions 
Based upon the literature review, several flight trajectory assumptions were made, 
including takeoff velocity, vehicle thrust to weight at takeoff, staging velocity, and 
landing velocity [41:2; 13:4; 31:3; 19:2-3].  A takeoff velocity of 225 knots (380 ft/s) was 
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chosen for all HTHL RLVs, while a landing velocity of 180 knots (305 ft/s) was chosen 
for all RLVs.  The launch site was chosen to be Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, with a 
latitude of 28.5 degrees north.  The vehicle thrust to weight at takeoff was chosen to be 
1.4 for VTHL RLVs and 0.7 for HTHL RLVs based upon the literature review. 
The staging velocities were chosen for the airbreathing vehicles to maximize the 
operating envelopes of the airbreathing engines, as shown in Tables 2 and 3, with a slight 
amount of performance margin.  Therefore, the staging velocity for the TJ-Rkt was 4,000 
ft/s, and the staging velocity for the RBCC-Rkt and TBCC-Rkt was 8,000 ft/s.  The 
staging velocity for the Rkt-Rkt was chosen to be 7,000 ft/s based upon the literature 
review.  Orbital velocity was set at 25,500 ft/s, and orbital altitude was set at 50 nautical 
miles (303,800 ft) for the 50x100 nautical mile parking orbit. 
3.5 Sensitivity Analyses 
Two sensitivity analyses were performed on areas of interest directly affecting the 
propulsion systems in this study.  The first sensitivity analysis investigated the effects of 
selecting a different fuel for the second stage orbiter.  For this part of the study, all four 
RLVs were analyzed using hydrogen as the fuel for the orbiter, while still utilizing 
hydrocarbon fuel for the booster.  The high density of hydrocarbon fuel makes it a 
sensible choice for RLV boosters, where high density equates to smaller vehicles and 
thus less drag.  However, hydrogen provides much more energy for a given fuel mass, 
which makes it a reasonable choice for RLV orbiters, where drag is much less of a factor. 
The second sensitivity analysis researched the effect of the turbine installed thrust 
to weight ratio for the RLVs utilizing turbine engines during the ascent phase of their 
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trajectory.  The baseline turbine installed thrust to weight ratio for this study was 6, 
representing today’s state of the art turbine accelerator engine, and so the effect of 
increasing this ratio through technology advances 10 and 20 years from now was 
investigated.  A turbine installed thrust to weight ratio of 8 is expected to be feasible in 5-
10 years, and a turbine installed thrust to weight ratio of 10 is expected to be feasible in 
15-20 years [17].  From Equation (27), a turbine installation factor of 1.38 resulted in a 
turbine installed thrust to weight ratio of 8, while a turbine installation factor of 1.11 
resulted in a turbine installed thrust to weight ratio of 10. 
 Table 4 lists all RLVs studied, both for the baseline configurations and for the two 
sensitivity analyses, along with their identifiers, propulsion and fuel types, trajectories, 
and comments.  This nomenclature is used for the remainder of the study. 
 
Table 4.  Summary of Vehicle Configurations Investigated in TSTO RLV Weight Analysis 
 
RLV Identifier Booster Orbiter Trajectory Comments 
  Propulsion Fuel Propulsion Fuel     
Rkt-Rkt Rocket HC Rocket HC VTHL Baseline Configuration 
RBCC-Rkt RBCC HC Rocket HC VTHL Baseline Configuration 
TBCC-Rkt TBCC HC Rocket HC HTHL Baseline Configuration 
TJ-Rkt Turbine HC Rocket HC HTHL Baseline Configuration 
Rkt-Rkt (H2) Rocket HC Rocket H2 VTHL Hydrogen Orbiter 
RBCC-Rkt (H2) RBCC HC Rocket H2 VTHL Hydrogen Orbiter 
TBCC-Rkt (H2) TBCC HC Rocket H2 HTHL Hydrogen Orbiter 
TJ-Rkt (H2) Turbine HC Rocket H2 HTHL Hydrogen Orbiter 
TBCC-Rkt (T/W=8) TBCC HC Rocket HC HTHL Turbine Installed T/W = 8 
TBCC-Rkt (T/W=10) TBCC HC Rocket HC HTHL Turbine Installed T/W = 10 
TJ-Rkt (T/W=8) Turbine HC Rocket HC HTHL Turbine Installed T/W = 8 
TJ-Rkt (T/W=10) Turbine HC Rocket HC HTHL Turbine Installed T/W = 10 
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3.6 Verification Methodology 
 A second computer program was used to verify the accuracy of the results 
generated with HySIDE.  The Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories (POST) was 
utilized on two of the RLV configurations to validate that they are capable of reaching 
the desired orbit with the given amount of empty weight, propellant, and engine 
performance.  The Rkt-Rkt configuration was chosen to represent the VTHL RLVs, and 
the TBCC-Rkt was chosen to represent the HTHL RLVs. 
 Created by NASA and Lockheed-Martin, POST is an industry standard tool for 
optimizing RLV trajectories [38; 35].  It is a generalized event-oriented Fortran 77 
computer code that can be used to optimize a user-specified performance function, given 
certain user-specified constraints.  Within an input file, the user structures the trajectory 
by a sequential series of steps, and also models the RLV by specifying vehicle weights 
and propulsion system performance parameters.  This three-degrees-of-freedom program 
then numerically integrates the equations of motion by iterating control variables in order 
to converge upon a solution.  The optimization performance function used in this study 





4.  Analysis and Results 
 
This chapter presents the results of the TSTO RLV empty weight analysis.  Each 
RLV in this study was created and analyzed using Astrox Corporation’s HySIDE code, 
designed for a roundtrip to a 100 nautical mile circular LEO with a fixed payload 
requirement of 20,000 lbf.  The hydrocarbon DMSJ engines used in the RBCC-Rkt and 
TBCC-Rkt configurations represent possible applications of the current research being 
performed in the HyTech program by the U.S. Air Force [37:1170-1171; 2:1].  Wherever 
possible all RLVs were designed with the same group of input values in order to 
accurately compare, except when the particular RLV has a unique requirement, such as 
propulsion method or takeoff thrust to weight ratio.  Because of these unique 
requirements, each RLV has a distinct ascent trajectory profile, as shown in Figure 23.  
The staging point for each RLV is also given in Figure 23.  These differences in ascent 
trajectories and staging conditions affect things such as vehicle heating and booster 
flyback fuel, which are detailed in the following sections.  Other ascent trajectory 
information for the baseline configurations, including vehicle weight, thrust, drag, and 




























Figure 23.  Baseline RLV Ascent Trajectories with Staging Points 
 
The first section in this chapter discusses the empty weight results for the baseline 
configurations, as well as gives further details about the vehicle gross weights and 
dimensions.  The second section discusses the results from the propellant sensitivity 
analysis, explaining how the vehicles changed by using hydrogen as the orbiter fuel 
instead of hydrocarbon.  The third section discusses the results from the turbine installed 
thrust to weight ratio sensitivity analysis, with details on vehicle empty weights, gross 
weights, overall vehicle dimensions, and turbine engine weights and dimensions.  The 
fourth section compares all of the RLVs from the baseline configurations as well as both 
sensitivity analyses, and gives discussion on which RLVs are the most feasible and 
economical.  The fifth section discusses the results from the two validation cases with 
POST and compares them to the results generated with HySIDE. 
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4.1 Baseline RLV Results 
 RLV empty weight is the primary figure of merit in this study.  Table 5 lists the 
empty weights of the baseline RLVs in ascending order, along with their corresponding 
gross weights.  These results show that the Rkt-Rkt has the lowest empty weight at 
161,000 lbf, even though it has the highest gross weight at almost 1.5 million lbf.  The 
empty weight of the RBCC-Rkt follows closely behind at 168,000 lbf, which is only 4% 
heavier than the Rkt-Rkt.  The TBCC-Rkt comes in third in empty weight at 311,000 lbf, 
a 93% increase from the Rkt-Rkt.  The heaviest empty RLV is the TJ-Rkt at 426,000 lbf, 
which is 165% more massive than the Rkt-Rkt. 
 
Table 5.  Baseline RLV Empty and Gross Weights 
 
Empty Weight (lbf) Gross Weight (lbf) 
  Booster Orbiter Total Booster Orbiter Payload Total 
Rkt-Rkt 108,793 52,274 161,067 1,037,651 426,583 20,000 1,484,234
RBCC-Rkt 118,543 49,562 168,105 919,157 375,061 20,000 1,314,218
TBCC-Rkt 261,299 49,562 310,861 603,324 375,061 20,000 998,384
TJ-Rkt 347,906 78,560 426,466 583,940 860,600 20,000 1,464,540
 
4.1.1 Baseline RLV Dimensions 
 Figure 24 lists the dimensions of the baseline RLVs, along with vehicle 
schematics showing the size comparisons.  As these drawings show, the Rkt-Rkt is not 
only the lightest empty RLV, but it is also the smallest RLV.  As for the three 
airbreathing RLVs, the RBCC-Rkt has the smallest wings and narrowest fuselage, and the 
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TJ-Rkt has the largest wings and widest fuselage.  The reasons behind these differences 
are discussed in subsequent sections. 
 
 
Figure 24.  Baseline RLV Dimensions 
 
4.1.2 Baseline RLV Afterburning Turbine Engines 
The fuselage width of the three airbreathing RLVs depends on the size and 
number of afterburning turbine engines required for the ascent trajectory.  In order to 
have reasonably sized afterburning turbine engines that provide the required takeoff 
thrust, an odd number of turbine engines was chosen to fit the engines within the fuselage 
and also provide for maximum packing efficiency.  A tradeoff was reached between 
engine thrust, size, and number of engines, resulting in 9 afterburning turbine engines for 
the TBCC-Rkt and 13 afterburning turbine engines for the TJ-Rkt, as shown in Figure 25.  
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The RBCC-Rkt does not require any turbine engines for the ascent trajectory, so it can 
have a narrow fuselage. 
 
 
Figure 25.  Baseline RLVs Using Afterburning Turbine Engines 
 
Table 6 lists the dimensions, weights, thrust levels, and thrust to weight ratios, 
both uninstalled and installed, for the baseline TBCC-Rkt and TJ-Rkt.  In HySIDE, the 
turbine uninstalled weight refers only to the turbine engine, while the turbine installed 
weight refers to the turbine plus all of the required additional interfaces to the vehicle, 
including the inlet and nozzle.  The average length of each turbine engine is slightly over 
22 ft, the average diameter is 6 ¼ ft, the average uninstalled weight is approximately 
7,000 lbf, and the average thrust is approximately 77,000 lbf.  This results in an 
uninstalled thrust to weight ratio of 11, and an installed thrust to weight ratio of 6. 
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Table 6.  Afterburning Turbine Engine Performance and Dimensional Data 
for Baseline RLVs Using Afterburning Turbine Engines 
 
 TBCC-Rkt TJ-Rkt 
Length ft 22.0 22.3 
Diameter ft 6.2 6.3 
Weight (Uninstalled) lbf 6,904 7,135 







Thrust lbf 76,021 78,337 
          
Turbines # 9 13 
Weight (Uninstalled) lbf 62,133 92,759 
Weight (Installed) lbf 114,945 169,749 
Thrust lbf 684,189 1,018,383 




T/W (Installed)   6.0 6.0 
 
4.1.3 Detailed Baseline RLV Empty Weight Breakdown 
Figure 26 displays a detailed listing of the baseline RLV empty weights, broken 
down by booster propulsion, booster structure, booster thermal protection system (TPS), 
booster systems, and orbiter.  The booster systems category includes avionics, landing 
gear, and everything else not included in the other categories.  Figure 27 then displays a 
detailed listing of the baseline RLV gross weights, broken down by booster empty, 
booster propellant, orbiter empty, orbiter propellant, and payload.  The propellant 
categories include the propellant required for the ascent trajectory, as well as startup 
propellant, flyback propellant (booster only), OMS propellant (orbiter only), reserve 
propellant, and trapped unusable propellant.  These divisions highlight where the weight 



























































































Figure 26.  Baseline RLV Empty Weights Figure 27.  Baseline RLV Gross Weights 
NOTE:  items in 
graph are in same 




In comparing the two lowest empty weight baseline RLVs, the biggest difference 
in empty weight comes from the booster TPS, where the RBCC-Rkt requires 17,500 lbf 
more TPS than the Rkt-Rkt in order to keep the RBCC-Rkt within its temperature range 
during the high dynamic pressure ascent required during the DMSJ operation.  The 
RBCC-Rkt is lighter than the Rkt-Rkt in the other four empty weight categories, but 
overall the large TPS requirement for the RBCC-Rkt makes it a heavier RLV.  The 
largest difference in the other empty weight categories is between the booster propulsion 
systems, which is 4,300 lbf lighter for the RBCC-Rkt due to its lower gross weight.  The 
gross weight of the RBCC-Rkt is 170,000 lbf lighter than the Rkt-Rkt, which is mainly 
due to the booster propellant savings achieved by using airbreathing engines for part of 
the ascent trajectory.  For VTHL RLVs, the size of the booster propulsion system is 
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based on a takeoff thrust to weight ratio of 1.4, so a lower gross weight results in a 
smaller booster propulsion system empty weight. 
The reason for the 2,700 lbf difference in orbiter dry weight between the Rkt-Rkt 
and RBCC-Rkt comes from the difference in staging velocity, which is 1,000 ft/s lower 
for the Rkt-Rkt than for the RBCC-Rkt.  Since the orbiter for the Rkt-Rkt has a larger 
delta velocity to achieve, it requires more propellant and therefore has a higher gross 
weight.  The size of the orbiter propulsion system is based on a light-off thrust to weight 
ratio of 1.0, and since the orbiter for the RBCC-Rkt has a smaller gross weight, it also has 
a smaller empty weight.  After everything is accounted for, the empty weight saving that 
was achieved by using airbreathing engines in the RBCC-Rkt is not enough to make up 
for the added TPS weight required for the DMSJ operation.  Therefore, even though the 
Rkt-Rkt is 170,000 lbf heavier at takeoff than the RBCC-Rkt, the Rkt-Rkt has the lowest 
empty weight of all the baseline RLVs.  In fact, the gross weight of either VTHL RLV is 
essentially a non-issue, because neither RLV depends on a runway for takeoff, and 
because propellant is cheap in comparison to RLV hardware [31:3]. 
In comparing the empty weight of the baseline TBCC-Rkt to those of the two 
baseline VTHL RLVs, the biggest difference in empty weight comes from the booster 
propulsions systems.  In fact, the booster propulsion system for the TBCC-Rkt makes up 
42% of its empty weight, while for either VTHL RLV, the booster propulsion system 
makes up less than 20%.  In order to achieve a takeoff thrust to weight ratio of 0.7, and 
still have reasonably sized afterburning turbine engines that fit within the fuselage, 9 
turbine engines were required by the TBCC-Rkt.  The weight of its booster propulsion 
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system, which mostly consists of these turbine engines, is almost 130,000 lbf, which is 
more than four times heavier than the booster propulsion system of either VTHL RLV 
due to the lower weight of rocket engines as compared to turbine engines.  To put this in 
perspective, the booster propulsion system of the TBCC-Rkt weighs 80% as much as the 
entire Rkt-Rkt. 
All of the other empty weight categories for the TBCC-Rkt booster are also 
heavier, since it is a HTHL RLV.  The size of the booster structure, which consists in 
large part on the wing size, and of the booster systems, which depend in large part on the 
landing gear size, are based on the takeoff weight for HTHL RLVs, whereas they are 
based on the landing weight for VTHL RLVs.  Therefore, even though the TBCC-Rkt has 
the lowest gross weight of any of the baseline RLVs, the wings and landing gear are still 
larger than for either VTHL RLV.  The reason for the large difference in booster TPS 
weights between the TBCC-Rkt and RBCC-Rkt, which both employ DMSJ engines from 
4,000 ft/s to 8,000 ft/s, is twofold.  First, the TBCC-Rkt spends more of its ascent 
trajectory in high-heating conditions caused by the high dynamic pressure requirement of 
the turbine engines.  Second, the TBCC-Rkt has more surface area as a result of its 
greater wing size, which requires more surface area to be covered in TPS. 
Even though the empty weight of the TBCC-Rkt is 93% heavier than the Rkt-Rkt, 
the horizontal takeoff capability of the TBCC-Rkt has the potential to reduce operational 
costs over the vertical takeoff RLVs [3:4-6; 33:20; 7:3; 20:3-4; 10:1-2].  The gross 
takeoff weight of the TBCC-Rkt is low enough to enable operation from most 
commercial runways, which are able to handle approximately 1.3 million lbf of gross 
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takeoff weight.  In fact, with a gross weight of just under 1 million lbf, the TBCC-Rkt is 
lighter than either the Airbus 380 at 1.2 million lbf or the Antonov 225 at 1.3 million lbf, 
and is just slightly heavier than a Boeing 747 freighter at 900,000 lbf.  The ability of the 
TBCC-Rkt to utilize existing aircraft ground facilities eliminates the requirement to rotate 
the vehicle on a dedicated launch pad.  This can potentially lead to substantial operational 
cost savings compared to vertical takeoff RLVs, which require complex ground support 
equipment around the launch pad.  The horizontal takeoff capability of the TBCC-Rkt 
also provides many other operability benefits, including mission abort capability and 
trajectory flexibility. 
In comparing the empty weight of the baseline TJ-Rkt to the other three baseline 
RLVs, the biggest difference in empty weight again comes from the booster propulsion 
systems.  The 13 turbine engines required by the TJ-Rkt weigh almost 188,000 lbf, which 
is more than six times heavier than the booster propulsion system of either one of the 
VTHL RLVs, and more than 40% heavier than the booster propulsion system of the 
TBCC-Rkt.  In fact, the booster propulsion system of the TJ-Rkt weighs over 10% more 
than either one of the VTHL RLVs. 
With the exception of booster TPS, all of the other empty weight categories for 
the TJ-Rkt booster are also heavier than for any of the other baseline RLVs.  This comes 
from the fact that the TJ-Rkt is a HTHL RLV, meaning that the wing and landing gear are 
sized for takeoff conditions, which makes the booster structure and booster systems very 
heavy.  On the other hand, the booster TPS is a little lighter for the TJ-Rkt than for the 
TBCC-Rkt, which is because the vehicle only has to operate in high dynamic pressure 
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conditions up to a velocity of 4,000 ft/s, as opposed to 8,000 ft/s for the TBCC-Rkt.  
However, there isn’t a large reduction in booster TPS weight because the surface area of 
the TJ-Rkt is much larger than for the TBCC-Rkt.  The reason for the larger orbiter 
empty weight for the TJ-Rkt is due to the lower staging velocity, which is similar to the 
difference in orbiter empty weights between the RBCC-Rkt and Rkt-Rkt. 
An additional thing to note with the TJ-Rkt is that its gross takeoff weight, at 
almost 1.5 million lbf, will prevent it from flying out of most commercial runways.  
Therefore, it would require new infrastructure to be built for its operation.  This, 
combined with the fact that the empty weight of the TJ-Rkt is 37% heavier than the 
TBCC-Rkt and 165% heavier than the Rkt-Rkt, makes the TJ-Rkt the least viable or 
economical of the baseline configurations. 
4.2 Propellant Sensitivity Analysis Results 
 Table 7 lists the empty weights of the alternate propellant RLVs in ascending 
order, along with the corresponding gross weights.  In all of the RLVs except the RBCC-
Rkt, changing the orbiter fuel from hydrocarbon to hydrogen reduces the RLV empty 
weight over that of the baseline configuration.  In all cases, the gross weight is reduced 
by at least 13%.  These weight reductions are highlighted in Figure 28, which shows that 
the empty weight is reduced by 0.3% for the Rkt-Rkt, 7.7% for the TBCC-Rkt, and 
12.6% for the TJ-Rkt.  However, for the RBCC-Rkt, the empty weight actually increases 
by 2.7% with the orbiter fuel switch from hydrocarbon to hydrogen.  The reasons behind 




Table 7.  Alternate Propellant RLV Empty and Gross Weights 
 
Empty Weight (lbf) Gross Weight (lbf) 
 Booster Orbiter Total Booster Orbiter Payload Total 
Rkt-Rkt (H2) 92,943 67,634 160,577 851,243 336,453 20,000 1,207,696
RBCC-Rkt (H2) 108,202 64,400 172,602 809,092 302,771 20,000 1,131,863
TBCC-Rkt (H2) 222,470 64,400 286,870 536,951 302,774 20,000 859,725



































Figure 28.  Weight Reduction in RLV Empty and Gross Weight by 
Changing the Orbiter Fuel from Hydrocarbon to Hydrogen 
 
4.2.1 Propellant Sensitivity Analysis Dimensions 
 Figures 29-32 list the dimensions of the baseline RLVs compared to the alternate 
propellant RLVs, along with vehicle schematics showing the size comparisons.  As 
would be expected, all of the hydrogen-fueled orbiters are much larger than their 
equivalent hydrocarbon-fueled orbiters because of the much lower density of hydrogen.  
However, before this sensitivity analysis, it was not known what the result would be on 
the boosters.  As these graphics illustrate, and as the detailed weight breakdowns 




Figure 29.  Rkt-Rkt Propellant 
Sensitivity Analysis Dimensions 
 Figure 30.  RBCC-Rkt Propellant 
Sensitivity Analysis Dimensions 
   
 
Figure 31.  TBCC-Rkt Propellant 
Sensitivity Analysis Dimensions 
 Figure 32.  TJ-Rkt Propellant 
Sensitivity Analysis Dimensions 
 
 
4.2.2 Detailed Propellant Sensitivity Analysis Empty Weight Breakdown 
Figures 33 and 35 display the VTHL and HTHL RLV detailed empty weights, 
respectively, from the propellant sensitivity analysis.  These figures are broken down by 
booster propulsion, booster structure, booster TPS, booster systems, and orbiter.  Figures 
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34 and 36 then display the VTHL and HTHL RLV detailed gross weights, respectively, 
from the propellant sensitivity analysis.  These figures are broken down by booster 
empty, booster propellant, orbiter empty, orbiter propellant, and payload.  These divisions 
highlight where the weight differences are between the baseline RLVs and alternate 
propellant RLVs. 
 





















































































Figure 33.  VTHL Propellant Sensitivity 
Analysis RLV Empty Weights 
 Figure 34.  VTHL Propellant Sensitivity 
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Figure 35.  HTHL Propellant Sensitivity 
Analysis RLV Empty Weights 
 Figure 36.  HTHL Propellant Sensitivity 
Analysis RLV Gross Weights 
 
 
In comparing the baseline RLVs to the alternate propellant RLVs, all of the empty 
weight booster categories are lighter for the alternate propellant configurations, while the 
empty weight of the orbiter is heavier for the alternate propellant configurations.  There 
are several reasons for the booster empty weight decrease for the alternate propellant 
configurations.  First, the booster propulsion system is lighter for each alternate 
propellant RLV because of its lower gross weight, which is what drives the sizing of the 
booster propulsion system.  This lower gross weight is achieved by orbiter propellant 
weight savings from the use of hydrogen fuel, which then leads to much less propellant 
required from the booster to reach staging velocity.  Second, the booster structure is 
lighter because of the reduction in booster propellant, which requires less volume and 
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leads to smaller fuel tanks and an overall smaller booster.  Third, the booster TPS is 
lighter because, with a smaller booster, there is less surface area to cover in TPS.  Fourth, 
the booster systems are lighter in large part because of the reduction in landing gear 
weight.  For VTHL RLVs, this comes from the reductions in empty weight of the other 
categories, which for VTHL vehicles is what drives the sizing of the wings and landing 
gear.  For HTHL RLVs, this comes from the reductions in gross weight. 
The reason for the increase in orbiter empty weight for each alternate propellant 
RLV is due to the physical properties of the liquid hydrogen propellant.  Even though a 
hydrogen-fueled vehicle requires less fuel to achieve the same delta velocity, the lower 
density of hydrogen fuel requires much more volume than hydrocarbon fuel.  This means 
the orbiter must be larger with more surface area, causing an increase in the amount of 
TPS required.  Hydrogen fuel tanks are also heavier than hydrocarbon fuel tanks, because 
hydrogen tanks must be more highly pressurized and insulated [29:1214-1215].  In 
addition, all of this makes the wings and landing gear grow in size to account for the 
increase in landing weight for the orbiter. 
After everything is accounted for, the booster empty weight savings achieved with 
the alternate propellant VTHL RLVs are essentially nullified by the growth in orbiter 
empty weight.  For the RBCC-Rkt, the baseline configuration is easily the better choice, 
because the empty weight of the baseline configuration is lighter than that of the alternate 
propellant configuration.  For the Rkt-Rkt, there are minimal empty weight savings with 
the alternate propellant configuration, but the baseline configuration is again the better 
choice for two reasons.  First, the baseline Rkt-Rkt uses the same set of engines on each 
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stage.  This will greatly decrease the developmental costs, because the engines are the 
costliest component of technology development [20:3].  Second, the benefit of having an 
all hydrocarbon fueled vehicle with the same set of engines on each stage provides for 
simpler vehicle maintenance and safer vehicle operations, which will in turn reduce the 
operational costs [37:1170; 2:1]. 
However, for the HTHL RLVs, the booster empty weight savings achieved with 
the alternate propellant configurations are much greater than the growth in orbiter empty 
weight.  This is because the booster makes up a much larger percentage of the total empty 
weight for HTHL RLVs, as shown in Figure 37.  For the HTHL RLVs, including both the 
baseline and alternate propellant configurations, the booster makes up between 72% to 
84% of the total RLV empty weight.  In contrast, for the VTHL RLVs, the booster makes 
up between 58% to 71% of the total RLV empty weight.  This means that a booster 
empty weight savings does not affect the total empty weight of the VTHL RLVs nearly 



















































Figure 37.  Percentage of Total RLV Empty Weights for 
Boosters and Orbiters in Propellant Sensitivity Analysis 
 
 
 For the TBCC-Rkt, the empty weight of the alternate propellant configuration is 
24,000 lbf lighter than the baseline configuration, which is a reduction of 8%.  For the 
TJ-Rkt, the empty weight of the alternate propellant configuration is 54,000 lbf lighter 
than the baseline configuration, which is a reduction of 13%.  Moreover, the gross takeoff 
weight of the alternate propellant TJ-Rkt, unlike that of its baseline counterpart, is low 
enough to enable operation from most commercial runways.  Choosing empty weight as 
the primary figure of merit, the alternate propellant configurations of both HTHL RLVs 
are better choices than the baseline configurations.  However, in a more thorough 
economic analysis, the operational complexities and hazards of using liquid hydrogen in 
the orbiters would have to be taken into account and evaluated against the savings in total 
RLV empty weight. 
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4.3 Turbine Installed Thrust to Weight Ratio Sensitivity Analysis Results 
 Table 8 lists the empty weights of the RLVs from the turbine installed thrust to 
weight ratio sensitivity analysis, along with the corresponding gross weights.  As would 
be expected, increasing the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio for each configuration 
reduces the RLV total empty weight and gross weight.  As shown in Figure 38, 
increasing the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio from 6 to 8 reduces the total empty 
weight of the TBCC-Rkt by 17%, and reduces the total empty weight of the TJ-Rkt by 
15%.  A further increase of the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio to 10 reduces the 
total empty weight of the TBCC-Rkt by 24% over that of the baseline TBCC-Rkt, and 
reduces the total empty weight of the TJ-Rkt by 22% over that of the baseline TJ-Rkt.  
The reasons for these changes are discussed in subsequent sections. 
 
Table 8.  RLV Empty and Gross Weights from the Turbine 
Installed Thrust to Weight Ratio Sensitivity Analysis 
 
Empty Weight (lbf) Gross Weight (lbf) 
 Booster Orbiter Total Booster Orbiter Payload Total 
TBCC-Rkt 
(Baseline) 261,299 49,562 310,861 603,324 375,061 20,000 998,384
TBCC-Rkt 
(T/W=8) 207,604 49,563 257,167 534,638 375,073 20,000 929,711
TBCC-Rkt 
(T/W=10) 188,200 49,562 237,762 518,346 375,061 20,000 913,407
TJ-Rkt 
(Baseline) 347,906 78,560 426,466 583,940 860,600 20,000 1,464,540
TJ-Rkt 
(T/W=8) 285,951 78,560 364,511 522,094 860,599 20,000 1,402,693
TJ-Rkt 



































Figure 38.  Reduction in RLV Empty Weight from Baseline Configuration 
by Increasing the Turbine Installed Thrust to Weight Ratio 
 
 
4.3.1 Turbine Installed Thrust to Weight Ratio Sensitivity Analysis 
Dimensions 
 
 Figures 39 and 40 list the dimensions of the baseline TBCC-Rkt and TJ-Rkt  
compared to the RLVs with an increased turbine installed thrust to weight ratio, along 
with vehicle schematics showing the size comparisons.  As would be expected, increasing 
the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio for each configuration reduces the size of each 
RLV.  However, before this sensitivity analysis was undertaken, the magnitude of these 
changes was unknown.  As these graphics illustrate, the boosters all decrease in size with 
an increased turbine installed thrust to weight ratio, while the orbiters remain unchanged 
since the staging conditions have not changed.  For the TBCC-Rkt, the booster size 
reduction is fairly large for the jump in turbine installed thrust to weight ratio from 6 to 8, 
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but is barely noticeable from 8 to 10.  For the TJ-Rkt, the booster size reduction is very 
slight with an increase in turbine installed thrust to weight ratio. 
 
 
Figure 39.  TBCC-Rkt Turbine Installed Thrust to Weight Ratio 
Sensitivity Analysis Dimensions 
 
 
Figure 40.  TJ-Rkt Turbine Installed Thrust to Weight Ratio 





4.3.2 Turbine Installed Thrust to Weight Ratio Sensitivity Analysis 
Afterburning Turbine Engines 
 
The fuselage width of each TBCC-Rkt and TJ-Rkt depends on the size and 
number of afterburning turbine engines required for the ascent trajectory.  The number of 
turbine engines was held at 9 for the TBCC-Rkt and 13 for the TJ-Rkt, while the sizes of 
the turbine engines were determined by Equations (24)-(26).  In order to meet the 
requirement that the fuselage width be large enough to fit all of the afterburning turbine 
engines, the width to height ratio of the inlet had to be increased in HySIDE for each 
configuration to correspond to the increase in the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio, 
which is expanded upon in the next section.  Table 9 lists the dimensions, weights, thrust 
levels, and thrust to weight ratios, both uninstalled and installed, for all of the RLVs in 
the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio sensitivity analysis.  As shown in Figure 41, 
increasing the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio from 6 to 8 reduced the installed 
turbine weight by 30% for the TBCC-Rkt, and by 28% for the TJ-Rkt.  Increasing the 
turbine installed thrust to weight ratio from 6 to 10 reduced the installed turbine weight 










Table 9.  Afterburning Turbine Engine Performance and Dimensional Data for 
RLVs in Turbine Installed Thrust to Weight Ratio Sensitivity Analysis 
 
TBCC-Rkt TJ-Rkt 
 Baseline T/W=8 T/W=10 Baseline T/W=8 T/W=10
Length ft  22.0 21.5 21.3 22.3 21.9 21.7
Diameter ft  6.2 6.0 6.0 6.3 6.2 6.1
Weight (Uninst) lbf  6,904 6,468 6,338 7,135 6,808 6,657






Thrust lbf 76,021 71,647 70,339 78,337 75,061 73,548
                  
Turbines #  9 9 9 13 13 13
Weight (Uninst) lbf 62,133 58,211 57,044 92,759 88,501 86,541
Weight (Inst) lbf 114,945 80,332 63,319 169,749 122,131 96,061
Thrust lbf  684,189 644,821 633,051 1,018,383 975,790 956,129






































Figure 41.  Reduction in Turbine Installed Weight from Baseline Configuration by 





4.3.3 Detailed Turbine Installed Thrust to Weight Ratio Sensitivity 
Analysis Empty Weight Breakdown 
 
Figures 42 and 44 display the TBCC-Rkt and TJ-Rkt detailed empty weights, 
respectively, from the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio sensitivity analysis.  These 
figures are broken down by booster propulsion, booster structure, booster TPS, booster 
systems, and orbiter.  Figures 43 and 45 then display the TBCC-Rkt and TJ-Rkt detailed 
gross weights, respectively, from the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio sensitivity 
analysis.  These figures are broken down by booster empty, booster propellant, orbiter 
empty, orbiter propellant, and payload.  These divisions highlight where the weight 















































































Figure 42.  TBCC-Rkt Turbine Installed 
Thrust to Weight Ratio Sensitivity Analysis 
Empty Weights 
 Figure 43.  TBCC-Rkt Turbine Installed 





















































































Figure 44.  TJ-Rkt Turbine Installed 
Thrust to Weight Ratio Sensitivity Analysis 
Empty Weights 
 Figure 45.  TJ-Rkt Turbine Installed 




In comparing the RLVs in the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio sensitivity 
analysis, the biggest changes in empty weight are with the booster propulsion system, 
which are a direct result of the change in turbine installed thrust to weight ratios.  For the 
TBCC-Rkt, increasing the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio from 6 to 8 reduces the 
empty weight of the booster propulsion system by 40,000 lbf.  Increasing this ratio from 
8 to 10 reduces the empty weight of the booster propulsion system by another 19,000 lbf.  
For the TJ-Rkt, increasing the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio from 6 to 8 reduces 
the empty weight of the booster propulsion system by 53,000 lbf.  Increasing this ratio 




All of the other empty weight booster categories decrease in value with an 
increase in the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio, with the exception of the change in 
booster structure empty weight going from a turbine installed thrust to weight ratio of 8 
to 10 for the TBCC-Rkt.  The weight of the orbiters do not change, because the staging 
conditions have not changed.  With the noted exception from the TBCC-Rkt, all of these 
changes are expected, because most categories directly scale with either the RLV empty 
weight or gross weight.  The reason for the increase in the TBCC-Rkt booster structure 
empty weight going from a turbine installed thrust to weight ratio of 8 to 10 is due to the 
requirement that the fuselage width be large enough to fit all of the afterburning turbine 
engines.  As stated earlier, this is accomplished by increasing the width to height ratio of 
the inlet in each configuration to correspond with the increase in the turbine installed 
thrust to weight ratio.  For the TBCC-Rkt, this turbine packing requirement led to an 
increase in booster structure weight when the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio was 
increased from 8 to 10. 
 For all of the RLVs in the turbine installed thrust to weight sensitivity analysis, it 
is clear that increasing the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio causes a decrease in the 
RLV empty weight.  Utilizing empty weight as the primary figure of merit, the best 
choices in this sensitivity analysis are the configurations with the most aggressive turbine 
installed thrust to weight ratios.  However, in a more thorough economic analysis, the 
technological complexities and risks of developing afterburning turbine engines with high 
installed thrust to weight ratios would have to be taken into account and evaluated against 
the savings in total RLV empty weight. 
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4.4 Overall RLV Results 
 Figure 46 lists the empty weights of all the RLVs considered in this study, 
including the baseline configurations as well as the configurations from each sensitivity 
analysis.  The RLV empty weights are shown in ascending order, with the alternate 



















































































Figure 46.  Overall RLV Empty Weight Comparisons 
 
 
Three findings stand out in this figure.  First, the empty weights of the VTHL 
RLVs are all under 175,000 lbf, while the lowest empty weight of the HTHL RLVs is 
close to 240,000 lbf.  These results show that vertical takeoff RLVs clearly have an 
empty weight advantage over horizontal takeoff RLVs, although there are some 
operational benefits associated with horizontal takeoff, as discussed in Section 4.1.3. 
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The second finding indicates that changing the orbiter fuel from hydrocarbon to 
hydrogen produces either negligible or no empty weight savings for the VTHL RLVs.  
On the other hand, the orbiter propellant switch leads to substantial empty weight savings 
for the HTHL RLVs.  However, these empty weight savings must be measured against 
the associated operational and safety issues, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. 
The third finding shows that increasing the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio 
causes an empty weight decrease in all of the RLVs utilizing afterburning turbine 
engines.  However, these empty weight savings must be measured against the 
technological complexities and risks associated with developing afterburning turbine 
engines with high installed thrust to weight ratios, as discussed in Section 4.3.3. 
4.5 Validation of Results 
 In order to validate the results generated with HySIDE, two configurations were 
selected to be analyzed in POST and then compared to the data obtained with HySIDE.  
The baseline Rkt-Rkt was chosen to represent the VTHL RLVs, and the baseline TBCC-
Rkt was chosen to represent the HTHL RLVs.  Table 10 lists the RLV empty weights 
obtained with POST.  This empty weight is obtained by using the gross weight that was 
output by POST at either the vehicle staging or payload insertion, and then subtracting 
any leftover weight that was calculated with HySIDE.  For the booster, this leftover 
weight includes the gross weight of the orbiter and payload, flyback propellant, reserve 
ancillary propellant, and trapped unusable propellant.  For the orbiter, this leftover weight 




Table 10.  Baseline RLV Empty Weights Obtained with POST 
 
Rkt-Rkt TBCC-Rkt 
  Booster Orbiter Booster Orbiter 
POST Gross Weight (lbf) 568,952 76,814 734,953 73,239 
  - (Orbiter + Payload Total) -446,583 -20,000 -395,061 -20,000 
  - (Flyback Propellant) -6,253 -0 -87,392 -0 
  - (Reserve Propellant) -8,876 -3,617 -2,481 -3,142 
  - (Trapped Unusable Propellant) -4,438 -1,808 -1,241 -1,571 
POST Empty Weight (lbf) 102,803 51,389 248,778 48,527 
 
 
Figure 47 shows the empty weight differences between HySIDE and POST.  The 
total empty weight difference is 4.3% for the Rkt-Rkt, and 4.4% for the TBCC-Rkt.  This 
excellent correlation is also reflected in the trajectory plots for these RLVs.  Figures 48 
and 49 show Rkt-Rkt trajectory information from HySIDE and POST, respectively, and 
Figures 50 and 51 show TBCC-Rkt trajectory information from HySIDE and POST, 
respectively.  These plots show vehicle weight, thrust, and drag on the left axis, with 
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Figure 48.  Rkt-Rkt Trajectory 
with HySIDE 
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Figure 50.  TBCC-Rkt Trajectory 
with HySIDE 




There are a few reasons for the small differences between HySIDE and POST.  
First, vehicle aerodynamic characteristics have to be assumed for POST, whereas they are 
calculated in HySIDE.  In POST, the X-43 lifting body aerodynamic data set was 
assumed for both RLVs because of its easy availability [8:80-82].  This data set was then 
scaled by a constant to make the drag numbers approximate those from HySIDE.  For the 
Rkt-Rkt, this scaling factor is ¼, and for the TBCC-Rkt, this scaling factor is ⅓.  As 
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shown in these graphs, the vehicle drag versus velocity is similar in both HySIDE and 
POST. 
Second, rocket engines are not throttled in HySIDE, but they are throttled in 
POST to control things such as maximum dynamic pressure and maximum acceleration.  
In the POST graphs, the thrust discontinuities in the first stage of the rocket engine 
operation for the Rkt-Rkt are due to the rocket engine throttling as previously mentioned.  
The decaying thrust profile for the second stage orbiters in both POST graphs are also 
due to the rocket engine throttling.  For the Rkt-Rkt in HySIDE, the maximum dynamic 
pressure is 800 psf, and the maximum acceleration is 5.5 g’s, so these were input into 
POST as the maximum dynamic pressure and acceleration for the Rkt-Rkt.  Likewise, for 
the TBCC-Rkt in HySIDE, the maximum dynamic pressure is 2,000 psf, and the 
maximum acceleration is 5.0 g’s, so these were input into POST as the maximum 
dynamic pressure and acceleration for the TBCC-Rkt. 
Third, airbreathing engines have a different set of input requirements in HySIDE 
and POST.  The airbreathing engine performance data required by HySIDE is ISP versus 
velocity, which is flown along a constant dynamic pressure profile of 2,000 psf.  The 
airbreathing engine performance data required by POST is thrust coefficient and ISP 
versus Mach number, angle of attack, and dynamic pressure.  Another difference in the 
HySIDE and POST airbreathing engine simulations is that HySIDE calculates a design 
point ISP for the airbreathing engine which is used to offset the tabular data that is 
provided.  Because of these differences, the airbreathing thrust profile for the TBCC-Rkt 
is slightly different for HySIDE and POST. 
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5.  Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
In response to DoD requirements for responsive and low-cost access to space, the 
AFRL Propulsion Directorate sponsored this research effort in order to attain an objective 
comparison between potential hydrocarbon-fueled RLV configurations for military 
operations.  Many design studies have been performed with hydrogen-fueled vehicles, 
but there has been limited research into RLVs utilizing hydrocarbon scramjet engines, 
which have the potential to be more practical and operable for responsive military 
operations.  To fill this void, this study utilized hydrocarbon Duel-Mode Scramjet 
(DMSJ) engine performance data from the U.S. Air Force HyTech program in the 
propulsion systems of the Rocket-Based-Combined-Cycle (RBCC) and Turbine-Based-
Combined-Cycle (TBCC) booster configurations.  The conclusions and recommendations 
of this study provide decision-makers some of the information needed in order to choose 
where to invest for future space access. 
5.1 Conclusions of Research 
1.  Vertical-takeoff-horizontal-landing (VTHL) RLVs have a significant empty 
weight advantage over horizontal-takeoff-horizontal-landing (HTHL) RLVs, which is 
mainly due to the extremely heavy booster propulsion systems caused by the HTHL 
afterburning turbine engines.  Additionally, HTHL RLVs have heavier wings and landing 
gear, since the size of these systems is based on the gross takeoff weight for HTHL RLVs 
instead of the landing weight, as is the case for VTHL RLVs.  HTHL RLVs also have 
higher TPS weights, which is because of the greater amount of surface area to cover in 
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TPS as a result of the greater wing size.  However, the RLV empty weights do not take 
into account the operational benefits associated with horizontal takeoff, which could 
potentially lead to substantial operational cost savings. 
2.  Changing the orbiter fuel from hydrocarbon to hydrogen produces different 
overall empty weight effects in VTHL RLVs than it does in HTHL RLVs.  This orbiter 
propellant switch has either negligible or no empty weight savings for the VTHL RLVs, 
while it leads to substantial empty weight savings for the HTHL RLVs.  In comparing the 
baseline RLVs to the alternate propellant RLVs, all of the empty weight booster 
categories are lighter for the alternate propellant configurations, while the empty weight 
of the orbiter is heavier for the alternate propellant configurations.  After everything is 
accounted for, the booster empty weight savings achieved with the alternate propellant 
VTHL RLVs are essentially nullified by the growth in orbiter empty weight.  Conversely, 
for the HTHL RLVs, the booster empty weight savings achieved with the alternate 
propellant configurations are much greater than the growth in orbiter empty weight.  This 
is because the booster makes up a much larger percentage of the total empty weight for 
HTHL RLVs.  However, the RLV empty weights do not account for the associated 
operational and safety issues of using liquid hydrogen in a high-tempo military 
environment, which will have to be considered in a total vehicle analysis. 
3.  For the HTHL RLVs, increasing the turbine installed thrust to weight ratio 
causes a decrease in empty weight.  Since the afterburning turbine engines dominate the 
empty weight of the HTHL RLVs, reductions in turbine weights have tremendous 
impacts on the overall RLV empty weights.  However, a balance must be found between 
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savings in empty weight, and the technological complexities and risks associated with 
being overly aggressive in the development of afterburning turbine engines with very 
high installed thrust to weight ratios. 
5.2 Recommended RLV Configurations 
1.  The first recommended RLV configuration is the baseline Rkt-Rkt, which has 
the second lowest empty weight of all the configurations in this study.  If empty weight 
was the only figure of merit, then it would appear that the alternate propellant Rkt-Rkt 
was the best choice, since many researchers correlate a launch system’s acquisition and 
operational cost to the system’s empty weight [5:1; 20:4; 13:9; 31:2].  However, even 
though the empty weight of the baseline Rkt-Rkt is 500 pounds heavier than that of the 
alternate propellant Rkt-Rkt, the baseline configuration is the better choice for two 
reasons.  First, the baseline Rkt-Rkt uses the same set of engines on each stage.  This will 
greatly decrease the developmental costs, because the engines are the most expensive 
component of technology development [20:3].  Second, the benefit of having an all 
hydrocarbon fueled vehicle with the same set of engines on each stage provides for 
simpler maintenance and safer fueling, which will in turn reduce the operational costs 
[37:1170; 2:1]. 
2.  The second recommended RLV configuration is the TBCC-Rkt with the 
highest possible turbine installed thrust to weight ratio, which in this study is 10.  Even 
though the empty weight of this TBCC-Rkt configuration is 48% higher than the baseline 
Rkt-Rkt, this TBCC-Rkt configuration has the lightest empty weight of all the HTHL 
RLVs, and the horizontal takeoff capability of the TBCC-Rkt reduces operational costs  
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over vertical takeoff RLVs.  For example, the ability of the TBCC-Rkt to utilize existing 
aircraft ground facilities eliminates the requirement to rotate the RLV on a dedicated 
launch pad.  This results in substantial operational cost savings compared to vertical 
takeoff RLVs, which require complex ground support equipment around the launch pad.  
In addition, the horizontal takeoff capability of the TBCC-Rkt provides many operability 
benefits, including mission abort capability and trajectory flexibility.  This TBCC-Rkt 
configuration also has the lowest gross takeoff weight of all the configurations, which 
leads to the easiest fueling and takeoff operations [3:4-6; 33:20; 7:3; 20:3-4; 10:1-2]. 
5.3 Recommendations for Future Research 
1.  The TBCC-Rkt should be studied further to find its most optimal 
configuration.  A sensitivity study combining a hydrogen-fueled orbiter with turbine 
installed thrust to weight ratios of 8 and 10 could yield a solution with the lowest possible 
empty weight of the HTHL RLVs.  Another potential study involving the TBCC-Rkt 
would be to quantify the operational benefits of the TBCC-Rkt as compared to vertical 
takeoff RLVs. 
2.  An empty weight analysis should be accomplished on TSTO RLVs with 
RBCC orbiters.  Two possible configurations include a horizontal takeoff turbine-
powered booster with an RBCC orbiter, and a vertical takeoff rocket-powered booster 
with an RBCC orbiter.  This new analysis could then be compared to the results of this 









AFRL Turbine Accelerator Engine Thrust (lbf) 
Mach # 0 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.25 3.75 4.0 4.4
Altitude (ft)
0 51,621.0 54,326.0 51,785.0 53,721.0 74,073.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5,000 0 47,598.0 39,940.0 45,774.0 65,959.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10,000 0 0 33,160.0 38,853.0 58,108.0 81,412.0 127,578.0 0 0 0 0 0
20,000 0 0 22,508.0 26,583.0 42,066.0 65,315.0 100,391.0 146,736.0 0 0 0 0
30,000 0 0 14,923.0 17,615.0 29,340.0 48,284.0 71,157.0 100,641.0 0 0 0 0
40,000 0 0 9,584.4 11,293.0 19,106.0 31,506.0 46,397.0 65,463.0 74,388.0 92,791.0 103,912.0 119,178.0
42,000 0 0 0 10,254.0 17,324.0 28,618.0 42,120.0 59,417.0 67,514.0 84,201.0 94,279.0 108,120.0
50,000 0 0 0 6,966.7 11,778.0 19,448.0 28,620.0 40,321.0 45,834.0 57,072.0 63,871.0 73,190.0
60,000 0 0 0 4,295.0 7,270.1 11,984.0 17,650.0 24,826.0 28,208.0 35,084.0 39,236.0 44,908.0
70,000 0 0 0 2,638.8 4,479.5 7,362.4 10,815.0 15,206.0 17,256.0 21,419.0 23,971.0 27,422.0
72,000 0 0 0 2,391.9 4,063.7 6,669.8 9,792.5 13,770.0 15,619.0 19,403.0 21,696.0 24,808.0
80,000 0 0 0 1,620.7 2,748.4 4,502.2 6,610.1 9,293.5 10,525.0 13,053.0 14,604.0 16,683.0
90,000 0 0 0 1,005.0 1,700.8 2,780.2 4,071.7 5,719.5 6,468.0 8,007.4 8,954.3 10,234.0
100,000 0 0 0 627.4 1,058.2 1,727.3 2,526.8 3,548.0 4,003.0 4,945.4 5,535.9 6,309.4  
 
AFRL Turbine Accelerator Engine ISP (sec) 
Mach # 0 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.25 3.75 4.0 4.4
Altitude (ft)
0 2122.1 1957.1 1765.5 1719.4 1605.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5,000 0 1963.6 1776.4 1731.2 1640.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10,000 0 0 1759.1 1745.2 1674.3 1558.7 1563.0 0 0 0 0 0
20,000 0 0 1732.6 1731.0 1719.8 1671.2 1652.7 1605.6 0 0 0 0
30,000 0 0 1717.3 1716.2 1765.1 1751.7 1708.5 1649.0 0 0 0 0
40,000 0 0 1721.4 1718.3 1786.9 1780.2 1734.7 1676.4 1630.0 1534.9 1501.1 1453.0
42,000 0 0 0 1717.6 1783.6 1779.4 1733.7 1675.1 1628.0 1533.4 1499.4 1451.1
50,000 0 0 0 1714.2 1780.9 1776.4 1729.8 1669.8 1623.0 1526.7 1492.1 1442.8
60,000 0 0 0 1708.9 1777.6 1769.5 1724.5 1662.6 1615.0 1517.6 1482.3 1431.5
70,000 0 0 0 1702.6 1775.0 1763.2 1714.0 1650.8 1602.0 1502.7 1467.6 1415.5
72,000 0 0 0 1701.0 1773.8 1760.2 1710.8 1647.3 1598.0 1498.9 1463.7 1411.0
80,000 0 0 0 1694.4 1764.8 1747.3 1698.0 1633.3 1582.0 1481.5 1446.8 1393.2
90,000 0 0 0 1688.3 1756.2 1734.4 1681.9 1615.5 1563.0 1459.6 1424.3 1370.6




AFRL HyTech DMSJ Engine Performance Data 
Mach 
Number












ISP        
(sec)
3.5 0 0 0 3.5 0 0
250 0 0 250 0 0
500 0 0 500 0 0
1000 0 0 1000 0 0
2000 0 0 2000 0 0
3.75 0 0 0 3.75 0 0 0
250 0.546 1310.13 250 0.674 1344.75
500 0.728 1746.84 500 0.899 1793.00
1000 0.741 1759.93 1000 0.914 1804.57
2000 0.745 1765.23 2000 0.914 1800.45
4.0 0 0 0 4.0 0 0
250 0.632 1212.62 250 0.744 1218.96
500 0.843 1616.82 500 0.992 1625.28
1000 0.817 1621.24 1000 1.014 1643.38
2000 0.822 1628.02 2000 1.020 1648.68
4.5 0 0 0 4.5 0 0
250 0.586 1222.44 250 0.722 1225.07
500 0.782 1629.92 500 0.962 1633.43
1000 0.794 1639.12 1000 0.977 1642.76
2000 0.805 1645.86 2000 0.990 1649.38
5.0 0 0 0 5.0 0 0
250 0.666 1051.40 250 0.832 1050.79
500 0.888 1401.87 500 1.109 1401.05
1000 0.901 1408.23 1000 1.127 1405.80
2000 0.909 1412.73 2000 1.144 1409.60
6.0 0 0 0 6.0 0 0
250 0.419 701.00 250 0.545 709.48
500 0.559 934.66 500 0.727 945.97
1000 0.578 956.39 1000 0.751 964.88
2000 0.595 975.34 2000 0.772 981.51
7.0 0 0 0 7.0 0 0
250 0.346 605.15 250 0.460 616.26
500 0.461 806.87 500 0.613 821.68
1000 0.489 838.25 1000 0.649 849.72
2000 0.506 859.19 2000 0.671 868.22
8.0 0 0 0 8.0 0 0
250 0.284 532.38 250 0.401 545.00
500 0.379 709.84 500 0.534 726.66
1000 0.409 747.77 1000 0.573 760.93
2000 0.427 771.15 2000 0.597 782.85
8.25 0 0 0 8.25 0 0 0
250 0.270 514.30 250 0.385 525.84
500 0.360 685.73 500 0.513 701.12
1000 0.390 724.26 1000 0.553 736.59
2000 0.407 747.43 2000 0.577 758.03















 Alt (km): 24.44472 
 Mach: 7.0 
  (these values are in the upper HC DMSJ range along constant Q path) 
HADOVehicleBasic 
 Inlet 
RDP: 0.01 for 2D inlet (leading to wedge-shaped, NASP-type vehicle) 
LH: 3.0 (inlet width/height ratio; may need to increase if 
NumberOfTurbines increases) 
VehCapArea (m2): ___ (change this value to refine VolRatio_VAoverFVR 
in Outputs {ratio of volume available over fuel volume required}) 
 Comb 
  FuelNumber: 1 for H2; 6 for HC (JP-7) 
  FuelTempMax (K): 833 for H2 
 Wing 
  Origin: change X value to move front of wing forward or backward 
LaunchMachNo: 0.350 (230 knots) for HTO; 0.285 (185 knots) for VTO 
or 2nd stage 
  LaunchCL: 0.9 for HTO; 0.6 for VTO or 2nd stage 
(LaunchMachNo and LaunchCL refer to landing for VTO or 2nd 
stage) 
 StructuralWeightsFromWt 
  MassOfTakeOffPropulsion 
   TurbineCluster 
    Turbine 
Origin: change to move single turbine shown in 3D 
Viewer 
    NumberOfTurbines: 9 (fewer turbines = larger turbines) 
ThrustToWeightAtTakeoff: 0.7 for HTO; 1.4 for VTO; 1.0 for 2nd 
stage 
   RocketEngine_ToverW_Inst: 73.5 for H2; 80.0 for HC 
   TurbineEngine_ToverW_Inst: 8.0 
   Turbine: True for TJ and TBCC; False for RBCC 
  FlybackPropulsion 
   TurbineToverW: 0.0 for TJ and TBCC; 8.0 for RBCC 
   Range (nm): vehicle dependent, get from Trajectory XYPlots  
   Viewer 
 HeatLoopType: FuelTempLoop 




 EstPhi: 1.0 (unless using PhiLoop, where it will be greater than 1.0) 
FixedWeights 
PayloadAndAccomodations (kg): 0.0 for 1st stage; 9070.2949219 for 2nd stage 
(20k lbm) 
 PayloadVolume (m3): 0.0 for 1st stage; 79.3199997 for 2nd stage (2800 ft3) 
PropellantUsage 
 TrajSegment1 (turbine or rocket) 
  VelISPMap: choose from drop-down list, or input your own 
 TrajSegment2 (ram-scram) 
  VelISPMap: choose from drop-down list, or input your own 
 TrajSegment3 (rocket) 
  VelISPMap: choose from drop-down list, or input your own 
 V2 (ft/s): 4000 (transition from Segment 1 to Segment 2) 
 V4 (ft/s): StagingVelocity for 1st stage; 25550 for 2nd stage (orbital velocity) 
 PropTypeDetails 
Name: JP1 for turbine; JP1 or LH2 for ram-scram; RP1 or LH2 for rocket 
  MassRatio: 0.0 for JP1; 2.5 for RP1; 5.9 for LH2 
Trajectory 
ThirdSegInitialHeight (ft): 86000 for DMSJ ending at Mach=8.0 and Q=2000 psf 
 HeightFinal (ft): 303800 (50 nautical miles) 
 ToverWSeg3: 1.0 (thrust/weight ratio for Segment 3) 
 VelAltMapSeg1: DefaultHorizontalTakeoff for HTO; RMLS_VerticalRocket for  
VTO 
 FuelStoicRatioSeg1Turbine: 0.0673 for HC 
 FuelStoicRatioSeg2RamScram: 0.0673 for HC; 0.0291 for H2 






 Alt (km): 26.14303 
 Mach: 8.0 




  RadiusMax (m): ___ (rocket fuselage radius) 
  LengthOgive (m): ___ (conical nose section length) 
  LengthCylinder (m): ___ (length after conical nose section) 
(change these values to refine VolRatio_VAoverFVR in Outputs 
{ratio of volume available over fuel volume required}) 





  FuelNumber: 1 for H2; 6 for HC (JP-7) 
  RocketParams_EEunits: 1 for H2 (SSME); 2 for HC (RD-180) 
 StructuralWeightsFromWt 
  MassOfTakeOffPropulsion 
ThrustToWeightAtTakeoff: 0.7 for HTO; 1.4 for VTO; 1.0 for 2nd 
stage 
   RocketEngine_ToverW_Inst: 73.5 for H2; 80.0 for HC 
   Turbine: False 
  FlybackPropulsion 
   TurbineToverW: 4.0 for 1st stage above Mach 4; else 0.0 
Range (nm): vehicle dependent for 1st stage above Mach 4, get 
from Trajectory XYPlots Viewer; else 0.0 
FixedWeights 
PayloadAndAccomodations (kg): 0.0 for 1st stage; 9070.2949219 for 2nd stage 
(20k lbm) 
 PayloadVolume (m3): 0.0 for 1st stage; 79.3199997 for 2nd stage (2800 ft3) 
PropellantUsage 
 TrajSegment1 (rocket) 
  VelISPMap: choose from drop-down list, or input your own 
 TrajSegment2 (ram-scram) 
  VelISPMap: N/A 
 TrajSegment3 (rocket) 
  VelISPMap: choose from drop-down list, or input your own 
 V2 (ft/s): StagingVelocity 
 V4 (ft/s): StagingVelocity for 1st stage; 25550 for 2nd stage (orbital velocity) 
 PropTypeDetails 
Name: RP1 for HC; LH2 for H2 
  MassRatio: 2.5 for HC; 5.9 for H2 
Trajectory 
ThirdSegInitialHeight (ft): 86000 for DMSJ ending at Mach=8.0 and Q=2000 psf 
 HeightFinal (ft): 303800 (50 nautical miles) 
 ToverWSeg3: 1.0 (thrust/weight ratio for Segment 3) 
 VelAltMapSeg1: DefaultHorizontalTakeoff for HTO, or RMLS_VerticalRocket  
for VTO 
 Latitude: 28.5 for Cape Canaveral FL 
ThrustToWeightAtTakeoff: 0.7 for HTO; 1.4 for VTO; 1.0 for 2nd stage 
 
 
StagingVelocity: vehicle dependent 
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Appendix C.  HySIDE Baseline Trajectory Plots 
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